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ABSTRACT 
 

Metal laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) Additive Manufacturing (AM) affords new 

design freedoms for metallic structures with complex geometries.  The aerospace industry 

has identified the inherent benefits of AM not just in terms of shape creation but also with 

regard to producing replacement parts for an aging fleet of aircraft. However, for these 

parts to be deployed, the quality must be well established given the lack of heritage for this 

manufacturing process.  As additive manufacturing is executed layerwise, opportunities 

exist to non-destructively verify the fabrication in situ with a qualify-as-you-go 

methodology.  A proposed solution is presented, which utilizes a pair of low cost, high 

speed cameras that are integrated and synchronized together to provide stereovision in 

order to identify the size, speed, direction and age of spatter ejected from the laser melt 

pool.  The driving hypothesis of the effort is that the behavior of spatter can be reliably 

measured in order to determine the health of the laser process and ensure that spatter is not 

contaminating the build.   
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1.0 Introductory 
Additive manufacturing (AM) is a “process of joining materials to make parts… 

from 3D model data, usually layer… upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing 

and formative manufacturing methodologies” [1]. This allows for the creation of complex 

parts with internal geometries not possible by normal subtractive methods and finds its 

history in welding [2]. Lattice structures are a prime example of a geometry not possible 

through normal manufacturing means, as drilling the internal structure or creating a mold 

to caste the product is not possible [3].  Due to this innovation, numerous industries have 

been looking to AM as a method to create tooling and/or directly create parts [4]. 

1.1 Powder Bed Fusion 

Powder bed fusion, PBF [1,5,6] shows promise in the aerospace industry for 

providing complex structures fabricated with high performance metal alloys that are 

spatially tailored for both effectiveness and low weight. Additionally, the geometric 

freedom has allowed for improvements in the medical field both with surgery implants and 

other devices[7–9]. The PBF process is done in a layer-by-layer fashion whereby a layer 

of powder is spread and then a laser, electron beam, or other irradiation method will 

sinter/melt the desired sections.  This is then repeated until the desired part is completed.  

This process is limited by the ability of the material to be fused together using the 

designated heat source, and the spot size interacting with the powder particles of a given 

diameter. Powder bed fusion layer thickness ranges from 20 µm to 200 µm, with the 

average particle diameter being at or below the layer thickness to enable accurate spreading 

of the next layer [10]. 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/0IYM6
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/h6SP
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/jvUb4
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/CsVpC
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/0IYM6+uKJyi+4bper
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/mzB4X+Bo7ou+ACjDi
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/nDuK9
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1.2 Laser Powder Bed Fusion 

Within the taxonomy of PBF, laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) and more 

specifically, metal LPBF (M-LPBF) has been optimized to create complex with high 

performance geometries in a range of metal alloys [1,11].  Due to the nature of metal laser 

melting, rapid heating and cooling processes can create internal stresses and defects in a 

part.  Laser parameters are chosen to increase the density of the part, decrease the build 

time, decrease the internal stress, decrease the surface roughness, and optimize the 

microstructure [12–18]. 

1.2.1 M-LPBF Build Parameters 

Build files for M-LPBF contain all of the build parameters needed to create the part.  

These parameters are layer thickness, laser power, scanning speed, hatch spacing, contour 

parameters, stripe width, hatching strategy, recoater direction, build part order, and part 

orientation.  Some of these parameters are machine specific as there can only be one choice, 

for example, the EOS M290 and M280 systems can only have a recoater go from right to 

left; however, the 3DSystems ProX series printers have a bidirectional recoater, which can 

be down selected to recoat in only one direction. Most of these parameters have multiple 

options and are optimized for the material and desired outcome.  Optimization considers 

to parts, printing speed and quality.  A smooth surface finish might be less desirable than 

speed in which case a 60 µm layer could be used instead of a 30 µm layer and thereby a 

print could be done in half of the needed time [19,20]. 

Layer Thickness in M-LPBF is often chosen between 20 µm and 60 µm layers.  

There are some cases where a smaller or larger layer thickness will be utilized, but this is 

not the norm.  The layer thickness is chosen to optimize the build time, with comparison 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/0IYM6+30SeP
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/pk4wo+3V5b4+4lOdc+mPnHV+JLyNW+P5onz+OExMa
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/D8Aqt+naRgc
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to the machine laser wattage capabilities, the material properties, and the desired outcome 

of the part parameters.  For example, a 30 µm layer build may take one to two weeks of 

machine time, whereas a 60 µm build will be approximately half of that time.  However, 

increasing the layer thickness makes it significantly harder to control the surface finish, 

thereby resulting in a rougher Ra value for the part [20].  Additionally, each material will 

have an envelope of optimal energy input for a designated layer thickness. The calculation 

of the overall energy density input is given by the three-dimensional energy density 

equation: 

𝑄 =  
𝑃

𝑉 ∗ 𝑇 ∗ 𝐻
(𝑒𝑞. 1) 

where Q is energy density, P is laser power (Watts), V is scan speed (mm/s), T is 

layer thickness (µm), and H is hatch spacing (µm) [19]. 

Laser Power in M-LPBF is given in units of Watts.  The most common laser type 

is a fiber laser with approximately a 1070 nm wavelength with a maximum power between 

100 and 500 W.   For a given material, a laser power will be selected in combination with 

the desired layer thickness and scan speed.  These inputs directly affect the speed of the 

build and therefore are optimized. Certain materials require a much higher energy density 

due to the reflective nature of the material, heat conductance, or increased melting 

temperature of the material.  Due to this, a more costly machine with a higher max laser 

power may be required.  Green lasers have been used to print copper, but due to the 

drastically increased cost of the laser are not the preferred approach [21]. Laser spot size is 

also typically set for each machine type, and while this does influence the energy density 

it will be addressed more fully during the hatch spacing section. 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/naRgc
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/D8Aqt
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/6yva4
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Scan Speed is how quickly the laser spot rasters across the build plate. This is often 

given in millimeters per second (mm/s) and can range from 100 mm/s to 1800 mm/s.  When 

combined with the laser power it creates an envelope of acceptable range that can be 

identified for each material type.  Laser power and scan speed are the most commonly 

adjusted parameters for each layer thickness, as additional variables such as the hatch 

spacing are dependent upon the laser spot size which is usually a constant for each machine 

[22]. 

Hatch Spacing is the gap between each raster (see Figure 1) [23]. The hatch 

spacing is often a set value based on the laser spot size for the machine.  For example, a 

machine with a laser spot size of 80 µm will often utilize a hatch spacing of 100 - 120 µm. 

The melt pool being rastered across the layer is often larger than the laser spot size due to 

the large input of energy into the material. The hatch spacing is based on the melt pool for 

the material with an appropriate overlap hatch to hatch. Slowing down the scan speed will 

also increase the melt pool tracks and will give more overlap between each hatch.   

 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/W5SKM
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/wH2qG
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Figure 1: Layer View of Laser Scanning Process 

Scanning Strategy is the pattern created by multiple rasters and usually has a 

designated geometric name for each type.  The goal is to create raster paths that are close 

together and control the amount of heat lost between each pass [23,24]. 

Recoater Parameters include the recoater direction and speed. Most machines 

have a single set recoater direction and is therefore not a variable.  Certain machines like 

the 3D Systems ProX line have a bidirectional recoater which can be set to recoat from 

both directions, or from a single direction.  The recoating from each direction can aid in 

the elimination of short feed issues, however, certain errors can occur with only one 

direction of the recoat during the build, and this additional variable needs monitoring to 

ensure quality assurance. The goal of proper recoat speed is to form a tumbling motion 

with the powder and allow for a uniform spread across the layer. The density, sphericity, 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/wH2qG+HFPvl
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humidity, and layer thickness of the powder all effect this motion.  Additionally, various 

recoater blade types which can vary from soft silicone to hard ceramic influence this 

motion as well.  Hard recoaters can be effective in creating a tumbling motion especially 

for a high density material such as Inconel 718, however, when lattice features are being 

lasered, it is known that the spreader can impact these features when they are raised above 

the subsequent layer thickness due to laser parameters.  This particularly happens during 

the creation of a lattice support feature. Soft recoaters, are malleable and will deform rather 

than impacting the part, however, this can result in the flinging of powder onto the build 

surface or the damaging of the soft recoater.  Soft recoaters are typically damaged by the 

formation of slits where the metal cuts them as it is dragged over the top, which leads to 

streaks in the powder layer and thereby subsequent layers of the part.  In extreme 

circumstances a chunk can be removed which creates a large defect spread over the 

subsequent layers and will ultimately lead to a catastrophic failure of the build. Metal brush 

recoaters and rollers (similar to a rolling pin motion) are also utilized to try to effectively 

spread each layer.  All can be utilized effectively with appropriate laser and speed settings 

and have various nuance issues with different materials. 

Build Part Order is the order in which the parts are melted.  This is often selected 

considering the flow of the argon within the chamber.  As the layer undergoes the laser 

melting process molten metal ejecta (spatter) are often formed which are redirected by the 

flow of the argon across the build surface.  Argon flow serves multiple purposes, it redirects 

soot which keeps the laser optics clean, it redirects spatter toward the back of the plate, it 

provides an inert environment for the welding process, and it will cycle through a filter to 

keep the chamber cleaner. Due to this a larger the normal collection of spatter is directed 
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with the argon flow and can have a negative impact on the parts where it falls.  Therefore, 

the sintering order is chosen to reduce this impact [23,25,26]. 

1.2.1 M-LPBF Melt Pool Characteristics 

During LPBF, the melt pool is moved back and forth due to the laser hatching 

strategy.  Since the melt pool is responsible for the layerwise bonding to each previous 

layer(s), the melt pool characteristics play a crucial role in the eventual resulting 

microstructure. Therefore, a clear understanding of the melt pool is key. 

Previous work has extensively examined the melt pool shape, temperature, and 

influence during the LPBF process.  Two types of melt pools were identified by Criales et 

al, with type 1 being when the laser first reverses direction and the melt pool is significantly 

larger due to the heat-affected zone of the previous raster, and type 2 being smaller after 

the laser is rastering down its designated path and the previous raster has cooled.  Since the 

previous raster has had time to reduce its temperature from the high initial melting point, 

the heat affected zone is less influential, this second type is more “nominal” conditions 

until the end of the raster is reached and the direction is reversed again. It was noted that 

due to this process the melt pool was skewed in the direction of the previous raster (or heat-

affected zone). Additionally, smaller rasters have are more influenced by the previous 

raster has there is less time for heat dissipation [27].  

Laser energy density (defined by laser beam power divided by scanning speed), 

was examined with its impact on melt pool geometry using Hastelloy X provided by EOS 

Gmbh on an EOS M290. It was identified that decreasing laser power while holding 

scanning speed resulted in a large decrease in the melt pool (65% in depth and 30% in 

width); however, increasing scanning speed resulted in a smaller decrease in the melt pool 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/wH2qG+rsQad+odZm2
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh
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(38% in depth and 13% in width). Due to this phenomenon holding the laser energy density 

constant with an increased laser power resulted in an increased melt pool depth [18].  

An example of the potential uses of melt pool tracking from in situ monitoring is 

when it is used to improve laser parameter development.  Currently, the development of 

new parameters for new materials is iterative and time consuming.  This approach was 

examined by Hooper where he reported the examined predicted temperature fields [28]. 

His approach was to use a two wavelength high-speed imaging thermography method to 

map the melt pool in Ti6AlV4.  Of note, it was demonstrated that when the laser hatch 

changes direction the temperature often exceeds the boiling point of the material, and there 

is an increase in plume ejection (spatter). This work was done on a Renishaw AM 250 with 

a pulsed instead of continuous laser so the specific physics involved may be slightly 

different than on a continuous laser system like an EOS, Open Additive, or 3DSystems 

machine. A reference to the physics based modeling done by Khairallah et al [25]. was 

made to which a liquid build should be formed through the hatch and therefore a larger 

temperature should be measured at the end of the hatch. The was predicted by the modeling 

of Khariallah et al. [25] and validated by the measurements taken by Hooper [28].   

Khairallah et al. [25], examined the melt pool through physics based modeling and 

showed several interesting phenomenon in regards to the melt pool track formation, and 

the groups work is noted in several different journal publications [25,29–31]. Their work 

resulted in the melt pool track being differentiated into three distinct regions: at the laser 

spot they had a depression region, then a transient region, and finally a tail end region. The 

driving recoil force at the depression region would resolve into a surface tension in the tail 

end region.  This work demonstrated that Marangoni forces and recoil pressure shape the 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/OExMa
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/ABsfA
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/ABsfA
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/NcL3f+EVI0h+rsQad+pLUuZ
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melt pool flow. When the hatch changes direction, a splashing effect can also take place 

which can further lead to spatter formation. This provides an explanation for the formation 

of spatter, denudation zones, and pores. Deep narrow depression regions were advised to 

be avoided as they could lead to pore formation [25,29,30].  This shows that a commonly 

held belief in the LPBF community that too high of laser power leads to key holing pores 

and too low of laser power leads to lack of fusion pores. This process could also explain 

the increase amount of keyholing noted when the laser changes direction, as it is essentially 

using too much laser power over a region as it has not cooled when compared to the region 

in the middle of a hatch [29].  Martin et al. [29] showed that this would also could be from 

the initial laser depression region collapsing on itself.  The conclusion from this groups 

work seems to be that laser power and scanning speed are the main parameters in spatter 

and pore production.  

Masoomi et al. [32] has worked on similar physics based models which additionally 

examined multiple laser systems and varying scanning strategies. This work concluded that 

peak melt pool temperatures were found to be almost independent of scan strategy and 

number of laser used. The employment of island division schemes allowed for shorter hatch 

track lengths which was noted to reduce residual stress magnitudes as it decreased the 

thermal gradient of the region being lasered.  Therefore it was advised to maintain shorter 

tracks and rotate angles of the hatching strategy for proper layer overlap [32]. 

Heeling et al. [10] also developed a model for melt pool simulation and noted the 

importance of the Marangoni convection and the recoil pressure which were driven by the 

laser parameters.  Compared to the titanium work previously noted, Heeling et al. focused 

on stainless steel 316L and Inconel 738LC.  This work showed the previous layer as having 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EVI0h+rsQad+NcL3f
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/NcL3f
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/NcL3f
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/nHhBe
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/nHhBe
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/nDuK9
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a large amount of residual heat which increased the depth of the melt pool. Controlling 

melt pool depth and width seemed key and it was believed that this model could assist in 

the development of laser parameters for new materials.  

With this foundation of melt pool characteristics, advancement can now be made 

to identify and eventually prevent adverse conditions.  Wave emission modes have been 

analyzed to stabilize the melt pool [33], correlation between melt pool events and tensile 

properties were examined [34], as well as the development of machine learning to identify 

in situ melt pool signatures [35]. These advancements will all aid in the qualification and 

standardization of LPBF. 

 
1.2.2 M-LPBF Microstructure Characteristics 

 In order to explain how LPBF microstructure is unique, a casting microstructure of 

AlSi10Mg will be used as a reference.  AlSi10Mg is a hypoeutectic aluminum alloy 

commonly used in the LPBF and casting realms. The properties are particularly useful for 

the aerospace and automotive industries [36,37]. The aluminum silicon eutectic is at 12.2% 

silicon dissolved in aluminum.  In AlSi10Mg the addition of the 10% silicon is to decrease 

the melting temperature, decrease quench cracking, and increase the fluidity of the alloy 

for casting; while the addition of magnesium is to create a heat treatable Al-Si metal 

through precipitation hardening [38]. The commonly used AlSi10Mg alloy provided by 

EOS for M-LPBF has 0.2-0.45% Magnesium[39].  The microstructure of AlSi10Mg when 

cast has large 𝛼-Al regions with Al-Si eutectic regions and magnesium precipitates mixed 

throughout [40–43]. In casting, a mixture of columnar grains along the casting wall and 

equiaxed grains in the center with the amount varying based on the cooling rates are 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/ZEmXT
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/iQLBe
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/tVATb
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/VIrbt+hZdQx
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/TmM7F
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/uDLAz
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/TRTB9+Tp1Gk+6xbHX+M1J5B
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common.  However, with the rapid heating and cooling, as well as the repeat heating of the 

subsequent layer with the laser in LPBF, the grain structure is smaller [44]. 

 The microstructure of M-LPBF AlSi10Mg often has columnar grains along the z-

axis of the build orientation.  This is due to the repeat melting from each layer, and so 

grains can travel through multiple layers [36,42,44].  Looking at the XY plane on the top 

surface the melt pool often presents with curved columnar grains along the sides of the 

laser track and equiaxed grains in the center of the laser track [45]. Additionally, coarse 

zones tend to be present at the border of the melt pool containing 𝛼-Al in a more equiaxed 

state with fine zones being present in the center of the melt pool (center of a hatch laser 

track). As the laser beam is rastering across the layer (see Figure 1), the melt pool often 

extends down two to three previous layers.  Examining the melt pool in the z-direction, the 

find zones were shown to be in the melt pool, the coarse zones were in the semi-solid region 

where the laser has stopped heating the metal to the melting temperature, and below that 

region there is a heat affected zone [44]. This remelting and heat treating subsequent 

regions layer after layer results in a complex microstructure for LPBF as-built parts, where 

cell spacing in the microstructure strongly depends on the cooling rate at the solid-liquid 

interface during solidification [18]. 

 Three dimensional multi-layer grain structures have been examined for M-LPBF 

and resulted in interesting findings.  Koepf et al. analyzed and simulated the grain structure 

and preferred orientations for growth [46]. While the outcome will be material specific 

(Inconel 718 was used) as to the preferred orientations, the simulation showed a strong 

tendency for the grains to keep growing in a vertical direction along the z-axis of the part 

orientation.  Additionally, the work showed that unfavorable grain orientations were 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/uTzYd
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/uTzYd+VIrbt+6xbHX
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/PRiuw
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/uTzYd
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/OExMa
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/LaQuX
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overtaken and drastically reduced after the first millimeter of the build.  Therefore, there 

was more uniformity throughout the center and upper regions of the part.  

 Thijs et al. [47] examined rotating scanning strategies by 900 in AlSi10Mg to 

examine the crystal orientation. The primary <1 0 0> crystal direction was preferred, and 

it was noted that the diamond-like silicon phase positioned around the face centered cubic 

aluminum cells. The favorable <1 0 0> crystal direction was shown to grow in columnar 

grains between multiple layers; however, when the angle for the next layer was rotated 900 

less favorable competitive grains could be shown growing. These competitive grains were 

noted to only grow in a single layer and were not noted to be favorable through multiple 

layers.  Decreasing the layer thickness and/or hatch spacing was believed to intensify the 

crystal structure [47]. 

 Building from this work, Qin et al. [48] analyzed the texture and grain size 

evolution for AlSi10Mg with a 670 rotating hatching strategy for each layer.  It was noted 

that larger grains often formed in the center of the melt-pool along the z-axis of the build 

which was contributed to the successive remelting of the previous layers as well as the 

direction of the heat removal from the part going down the z-axis into the build plate. 

Similar to the work presented by Thijs et al, the primary <1 0 0> orientation was favorable 

along the build direction. However, it was noted that the weaker <1 1 0> and <1 1 1> 

orientations were present on the rotated hatch angles from around 200 – 700. The 

crystallographic structure texture was reduced with this improved hatching rotation and 

resulted and a much more randomized pattern.  It is therefore believed that increasing this 

randomization allows for decrease in build part orientation weaknesses and and increase in 

part strength [48]. 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/95IRP
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/95IRP
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/kKD2u
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/kKD2u
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1.2.3 M-LPBF Defects 

Due to the uniqueness of the LPBF manufacturing process, it is affected by several 

unique types of defects such as lack of fusion [19], keyholing [49], balling [25], spatter 

[27], residual gas porosity [50], hatching strategy defects [51] and recoater defects [51]. 

These issues can range from a small anomaly which does not negatively impact the quality 

of the part to a catastrophic failure which crashes the build in process. Brown [52] focused 

on the lack of quality assurance which results from these defects and the inconsistency of 

additively manufactured parts build to build, during a recent conference presentation.  

[53] provides an overview of in situ and nondestructive evaluation. The most 

common defects monitored in the LPBF realm are those of key holing and lack of fusion 

[23,25,54,55]. Key holing is often associated with the creation of a small micropore below 

the surface due to the vaporization of metal during the lasing process.  This is commonly 

believed to be a result of elevated of an energy density (i.e. to high of a laser wattage and/or 

to slow of a laser scanning speed) [54].  In contrast, lack of fusion defects are created by 

unfused (unsintered) powder which was created from an incomplete sintering process 

[19,23,56].  This often leaves a void and/or weak point in the part resulting in a pore.  Laser 

parameters which do not transmit the required energy into the part thereby not properly 

sintering often cause these defects.  Another method for the creation of these defects is 

powder particles which are too large to be sintered and spread evenly can inhibit the proper 

lasing.  Spatter has been identified as a method which forms these large particles during 

the build and can cause these defects [57].  

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/D8Aqt
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/hf2Wn
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/mkB5t
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/DNIih
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/DNIih
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/YeL6K
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/PG5B9
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad+wH2qG+WYEqP+kaoHX
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/WYEqP
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/D8Aqt+wH2qG+HX2uL
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EjDQ
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1.2.4 Spatter Generation and Defect Causation 

Spatter is defined by Merriam Webster dictionary as a verb which is “to spurt forth 

in scattered droplets” [58]. Particles are formed during the cooling and resolidification of 

these ejected droplets (spatter) from the sintering process. Yadroitsev et al. [59], discussed 

melt pool instabilities in LPBF and vapor pressure formation on top of the melt pool. Wang 

et al. [60] described the formation by classifying them in three main types: type one is 

spatter ejecting vertically and is included in the metallic jet (attributed to a recoil pressure 

zone); type two was spatter forming from melt pool surface instability and are typically 

ejected backwards; and type three are non-melted particles in front of the melt pool. 

Keyhole formation was mentioned as a possible contributor to spatter formation.  

Khairallah et al. [25] attributed the creation of these ejecta particles to marangoni 

forces that build up due to the rapid heating and vaporization of certain elements. Ly et al. 

[30] continued on this work, by performing hydrodynamic finite element modeling studies 

and ultra-high speed experimentation to analyze micro-droplet spatter ejection. Their work 

utilized a custom LPBF setup with a 100,000 frames per second (100 kfps) and analyzed 

single track scans on the powder bed. The work which analyzed SS 316L, examined two 

laser parameter conditions (150W at 500 m/s, and 200W at 1500 mm/s). The angle of the 

spatter and the velocity of the spatter was significantly different for the two laser 

parameters. The increased angle of ejection was attributed to the increased depth in cavity 

formation from the greater laser energy. The recoil pressure ejected the particle with greater 

force and the deeper cavity forced the spatter in a more vertical direction. Therefore, it is 

expected that spatter velocity and angle would both be increased with increased laser 

energy density. The simulation work corresponded well with the experimental work and 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/PZUm
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/ynu6
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/CiKV
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EVI0h
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three types of spatter resulted from their study. The first, was noted to create 60% of the 

spatter and was identified as hot entrainment ejections with velocities of 6-20 m/s, the 

second was 25% of the created spatter and were cold entrainment ejections with velocities 

of 2-4 m/s, and final type was droplet breakup ejections due to recoil pressure with 

velocities of 3-8 m/s [30].  

Gunenthiram et al. [61] analyzed spatter formation with SS 316L and cross 

compared it to Al4047 using the single track method with a 70 µm thick layer. This work 

linked increased three dimensional energy density to increased spatter formation. 

Vaporization and recoil pressure were attributed to the formation of spatter with 

vaporization being attributed to the main role. The SS 316L produced on the order of three 

times more particles than the Al4047. Also of importance was that most of the spatter 

identified in this study were formed in the powder bed near the melt pool, then attracted to 

the melt pool surface by Bernoulli like effects, and ejected upwards as Wang et al. had 

identified in type 3 spatter [60]. However, this work disagreed with the analysis by Wang 

et al. in that observations showed the formation of spatter at the melt pool and powder bed 

interface rather than the melt pool surface. It was noted that this could be a unique feature 

of the CoCr that Wang et al. had used, but opened the door for further study being needed. 

Nassar et al. [57] examined the formation of large spatter and provided high speed 

evidence that three main methodologies can exist. Type one, collision and coalescence of 

spatter from distant or non-adjacent locations; type two, collision and coalescence of 

spatter from adjacent or neighboring locations; and type three, the vapor plume causing 

coalescence of partially sintered agglomerates.  This work is crucial as it brings a viable 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EVI0h
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/7D3i9
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/CiKV
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EjDQ
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explanation for large rogue spatter formation not present in the physics based models thus 

far; although Ly et al. [30], did show the neighboring collision and coalescence. 

Particles are generally considered to be larger than feedstock powder, which can 

directly affect the quality of the manufacturing process by obstructed the laser melting at 

that point.  Spatter particles ejected from the melt pool can land on the melted section and 

these particles can be much larger than the D90 size of the powder size distribution and 

negatively impact the subsequent layers [25,27,61–66]. This then results in the formation 

of a lack of fusion defect because, even though the surrounding powder can melt, the large 

spatter can give rise to either unfused regions or create a cavity around the particle. Spatter 

can lead to other negative effects such as increasing surface roughness of a part [12] or 

even increasing the local layer thickness [64], large spatter particles can cause damage to 

the recoater blade, and spatter can also land in unfused powder changing the local powder 

packing density and chemistry - either of which can affect melting behavior due to particle 

size differences. 

Traditional arc welding and laser welding also create spatter and the spatter is 

studied to gain insight into the quality of the structure under development [64,67–69].  

Additionally, since the final destination of the spatter after ejection can have a negative 

impact on the part under fabrication, understanding the processes involved might assist in 

determining the overall quality of a build. 

1.2.5 Post Processing 

Post processing of M-LPBF parts often include stress relieving the part before 

removal from the base substrate to avoid distortion, and hot isostatic pressing (HIP) the 

part to reduce the size of any defects present and their likely cause of failure in the part. 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EVI0h
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh+rsQad+MQ4wJ+JZQ9o+7D3i9+1LeRN+UsbSH+cF6MV
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/pk4wo
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/1LeRN
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/fov2H+1LeRN+fWpxO+1gmCD
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Process feedback is generally absent in production systems and is understood to remain as 

an eventual requirement for full qualification of these processes [70].   

In order to broaden industrial adoption, evidence of the reliability of the fabricated 

structures will need to be collected in situ for each and every fabrication [11].  Given the 

layer-by-layer processing with an unobstructed view of the top surface of the structure 

during fabrication, crucial aspects of the manufacturing process can be monitored in an 

unprecedented manner including the melt pool, ejecta, and surface topology [53,61,70–74]. 

By characterizing this process and understanding the implications on process quality, a 

qualify-as-you-go methodology can be adopted as is required for manufacturing of critical 

hardware [75]. The key to this advancement is in the understanding of the melt pool and 

microstructure characteristics which provide a fuller understanding of the effect of each 

type of defect. 

 

1.3 In Situ Monitoring 

Nondestructive evaluation/testing (NDE) methods were created to qualify and 

certify parts produced by traditional methods such as machining and casting; however, due 

to the complex internal features often associated with LPBF parts, these methods are often 

inadequate and/or not fully developed in identifying defects [55].  Additionally, the 

advancement of technology such as CT scanning has allowed for the identification of 

smaller defects than could be seen when traditional standards (such as those for casting) 

were developed [76,77].  Therefore, the combination of new standards needing to be 

developed and the new identification of defects has led to a search and development of new 

quality control measures.  Because of the unique layerwise process in additive 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2EbVT
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/30SeP
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/U8jXz+Dm5jB+PG5B9+2EbVT+7D3i9+QnJp3+3NBQU
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/A6bIV
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/kaoHX
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/s3PSr+O85Aj
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manufacturing in situ monitoring seems a logical option as it would enable the current 

qualification of parts and possibly allow for the development of feedback loop system in 

the future to resolve these defects in real time.   

In situ monitoring with the ultimate goal of providing feedback control has been 

researched in a variety of methods.  [65,66,78–80] all have explored the implications and 

behaviors of spatter in M-LPBF but none explored the use of high speed stereovision at the 

macro level to track the travel trends of spatter in the build chamber.   Spatter in welding 

has also been explored and provides insights into AM spatter, but is fundamentally 

different as the processes are not the same.   [71–73,81–85]; all investigated monitoring 

the process at the melt pool by measuring the melt pool shape and temperature, and 

although the melt pool is the origin of spatter, this subject is outside of the scope of this 

work.  The melt pool is essential to the outcomes of the M-LPBF process and clearly is 

critical to understanding the quality of a fabrication;  [84,86–89]; monitored and tracked 

the scan path which anecdotally has a significant impact on the amount and direction of 

spatter.   

1.3.1 High Speed Monitoring 

High speed digital photography has been utilized to characterize spatter in several 

studies. Frame rates used include 1,000 fps [78], 2000 fps [67], 6000 fps [66] for laser 

additive processes. High speed thermal cameras have also been leveraged with frame rates 

of 1800 fps [27]. High speed photography (3000 and 6000 fps) has also been used to 

characterize the behavior of interacting spatter for a multi-laser SLM 280 HL system [65]. 

The use of ultra-high speed imaging (100,000 frames per second) has uncovered 

that the mechanism causing spatter is from vapor driven entrainment of micro-particles by 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/cF6MV+UsbSH+DQ9wN+Yr5YI+B35L4
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/o4PH8+Dm5jB+QnJp3+3zlHM+xUiUB+vx5uq+U8jXz+yZhcH
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/vx5uq+k4PD0+Z8JJW+Qd2sz+mlfYf
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/DQ9wN
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/fov2H
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/cF6MV
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/UsbSH
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an ambient gas flow [30]. Previously, it was believed that spatter was caused by laser 

induced recoil pressure (which is still true for laser welding processes, see [67]). Ly et al. 

identified three distinct types of particles. The first involve particles with low vertical 

momentum that are carried into the melt pool. The second category of spatter particles have 

higher vertical momentum but originating more than two melt pool widths away from the 

beam and are carried into the trailing portion of the vapor jet. These are then ejected as 

cold particles. The three categories of spatter particles are closer to the laser beam than the 

second category. These spatter particles are carried into the laser beam which heats the 

particles to the point of becoming incandescent, hot particles. With a scan speed of 1.5 m/s 

and laser of 200W and fusing stainless steel 316 powder, Ly et al. found that 60% of spatter 

particles observed are the third category (hot particle ejections) with velocities of 6–20 m/s 

and observed particle full width at half maximum (FWHM)  diameters of 10 to 30 microns, 

another 25% are the second category (cold entrainment ejections) with velocities of 2–4 

m/s and FWHM diameters of 20 to 30 microns, and the remaining 15% are recoil pressure 

induced droplet breakup ejections with velocities of 3–8 m/s and FWHM diameters of 15 

to 70 microns. It should be noted that this work did not occur in a chamber with flowing 

inert gas (i.e. argon) over the powder bed as is common in most production systems. This 

inert gas flow could influence the flight path of the spatter particles [30]. 

1.4 Research Questions and Hypothesis 

This work is focusing on the effect of spatter on the M-LPBF process, and will seek to 

determine some of the following: 

1. Does spatter influence the part quality and if so, does lasering order reduce this 

effect? 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EVI0h
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/fov2H
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EVI0h
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It is believed and the machine manufacturer recommendations coincide suggest that the 

order in which the parts are lasered on a build can influence the part quality.  The suggested 

pattern is to laser parts in the order against the flow of argon so that spatter is directed on 

already lasered sections of the build area.  

2. What type of high speed stereovision is sufficient to properly analyze spatter? 

An initial study into the optics of high speed video and what would be sufficient quality of 

cameras to properly capture and analyze spatter will be performed. This question will drive 

the purchase of the high speed equipment utilized in this dissertation.  

3. How do laser parameters affect the quantity and velocity of spatter? 

It is believed that laser parameters, specifically those that influence energy density will 

have a direct effect on the quantity and velocity of the spatter produced. Initial belief is that 

an increase in energy density will increase the velocity of the spatter; however, an attempt 

will be made to determine if laser power or scanning speed has a greater influence.    
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2.0 Background Studies 

The following studies were performed to lay the foundation for the work done during the 

publications (Chapters 3-6) and were presented at various conferences. These include 

verifying spatter impact on build density (Section 2.1), and identification of high speed 

camera requirements needed for the research performed (Section 2.2). 

2.1 Spatter Impact Experiment 

Spatter size determination is a central variable in the lack of fusion by spatter 

hypothesis.  Therefore, initial experiments to validate the size distribution of spatter 

particles and the link to its effect on defect.  The 3D Systems ProX 320 commercial system 

at YSU has a recirculating argon flow (argon knife) to blow spatter created off the build 

plate as well as filter the atmosphere present in the build chamber, Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: 3DSystems ProX 320 Setup 

Due to this, an experiment was designed which consisted of multiple metallography 

cylinders built in array, with the left side being built in the order from the front of the 

chamber to the back and the right side being built in the order from the back to the front, 

Figure 3.  The flow of the argon is from the front of the build chamber to the back.  



https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/87WN
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relationship between the angle of the lasers (the Cilas 1190L uses a patented tri-laser 

design) and the particle size such that the diffracted angle increases as the particle size 

decreases  [91]. These results were used to determine the histogram spreads of the particle 

sizes for the different powders and thereby find the difference between the virgin powder 

particles and the presumed spatter particles. Samples were run with water as the medium 

after three trials of blank water to normalize the system.  Inconel powder was then 

measured by weight and added to the system. Several trials were performed before 

measurements were recorded as to determine the correct weight of powder needed to 

provide the optimal feedback with the laser system. The optimal amount was determined 

to be around 5.0 grams for this machine under these settings. Figure 5 shows the difference 

between virgin powder and the spatter collected in zone 3.  The measured distribution for 

the virgin powder was d10 = 18.6 µm, d50 = 32.1 µm and d90 = 79.2 µm; and for the zone 

three group was d10 = 40.3 µm, d50 = 68.8 µm, d90 = 106.6 µm. These results clearly 

show the particles collected in zone 3 as much larger; and follow the trend of Gunenthiram 

et al. which had results of 20 µm - 200 µm [61].   

 

https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/Nnso
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/7D3i9
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Figure 5: Particle Size Distribution Results for Virgin Powder and Zone 3 Powder Using 
Inconel 718 

2.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscope Analysis of Spatter 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to analyze the spatter to gain more insight 

into their characteristics. A JOEL JSM-7600F SEM with a 0.1 to 30kV accelerating voltage 

was used which was further equipped with an EDAX Octane silicon drift detector X-ray 

energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS).  This EDS detector collected the characteristic X-

rays for chemical analysis and was calibrated using virgin Inconel 718 powder as the 

reference sample. 

Virgin 

Powder

Zone 3 

Powder



Virgin Powder Back of Build Plate Spatter-Back of 
Chamber

40 μm Scale 40 μm Scale 40 μm Scale
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Table 1: Surface Oxidation Analysis of Virgin, Zone 2, and Zone 3 Powder 

 

2.1.3 Optical Microscopy and CT Analysis 

The metal cylinders from each of the corners of the build were sent to be analyzed by CT 

scanning to determine overall porosity, while the adjacent samples were ground and 

polished to be analyzed by optical microscopy.  CT analysis was performed by Penn State 

University with a voxel size of 20 µm which translates into a minimum feature resolution 

of 40 – 60 µm. Optical microscopy was done with a magnification of 50x as shown in 

Figure 8. As suspected, the samples created in the back of the build chamber, which had 

spatter impact it during the build process, showed an increase in porosity when compared 

to the samples created in the front of the build chamber.  Also, clearly visible was a 

difference in porosity with samples lasered before spatter impacted the layer (left side of 

the build) versus the samples which were lasered after spatter impacted the layer (right 

side), Figure 8 and Figure 9.  One hypothesis is that the large particles can be brushed off 

the samples during the recoating process and drastically reduce the porosity.   
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Figure 9: CT Analysis Images of Inconel 718 Samples Taken from Respective Corners of 
the Build Plate 

2.1.4 Mechanical Testing Results 

Tensile specimens were built using Inconel 718 according to ASTM E8-16a for a subsize 

specimen [92]. Specimens were printed in the ZX orientation and in the order of back of 

the build plate to front against the argon flow (optimal order). Testing (performed by 

Westmoreland Mechanical Testing & Research, Inc.) was done on the specimens as built 

without a post processing heat treatment and was done at room temperature with a speed 

of 0.005 mm/mm/min.  The percent elongation was measured using the before and after 

gauge length measurements, results are shown in Figure 10.  As can be seen the difference 

between the samples were negligible which corresponds well to the microscopy and CT 

images which should little difference.  Further testing would be needed to fully analyze all 

https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/1JwX
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represented in a triangle, Figure 11, as each either restricts the amount of light capable of 

reaching the camera sensor or decreases the sensitivity of the camera sensor.  Most 

photography is based on a careful balance of these three to gain the optimal resolution for 

the image desired.  Additionally, in order to handle the increased speed rates, high speed 

cameras often using only small areas of the sensors when capturing the data in order to be 

able to save the frames fast enough, which further 

restricts the camera of resolution by only capturing the center of the field of view, thus 

resulting in a more pixelated reduced video area (more zoomed in).  Figure 12 and Figure 

13 show an image taken at 1000 FPS and one taken at 5000 FPS and highlights the 

difference in the area of focus and light allowed into the build.  The 5000 FPS image also 

had a corresponding faster shutter speed which is why the spatter appear spherical instead 

of streaking as in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12: Image of Video Taken at 1000 fps and 200 µs Shutter Speed 

Figure : Camera settings available to be 
adjusted showing tradeoffs necessary to gain 
optimal resolution and light input 
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Figure 13: Image of Video Taken at 5000 fps and 129 µs Shutter Speed 

After taking video at various speeds with various shutter speed, a determination was made 

that a frame rate of 1000 to 2000 FPS would be sufficient, and a similar shutter speed would 

additionally be sufficient.  Increasing the shutter speed allowed for the particles to appear 

as spheres in the frames; however, this limited the light entering the camera which resulted 

in a dark low-resolution video. Decreasing the shutter speed made the particles appear as 

streaks in the frames, Table 2.  After further inspection, these streaks were determined to 

be beneficial as it allowed for greater ease in tracking and determining the spatter direction, 

velocity and age.  Due to this added benefit, and the benefit of increased resolution, a 

slower shutter speed was determined as enough.  Based on these results, two low cost, high 

speed cameras were purchased with a set 1000 fps frame rate and a 500 µs shutter speed 

(50% of the frame rate). 
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Table 2: High Speed Analysis Results Showing Chosen fps/Shutter Speed 
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3.0 Publication One: Micron-level Layerwise Surface 

Profilometry 

Micron-level Layerwise Surface Profilometry 

to Detect Porosity Defects in Powder Bed Fusion of Inconel 718 

Chris Barrett1, Eric MacDonald1*, Brett Conner1, Fred Persi2 

1Youngstown State University, Youngstown, OH 44555 

2Grale Technologies, Youngstown, OH 44510 

Abstract 

Additive Manufacturing enables a fabrication freedom and is transforming the manner in 

which high value and high performance structures are created.   The aerospace industry 

stands to benefit from structures in which the weight is minimized, the materials provide 

good mechanical properties at extreme temperatures and a swarm of distinct parts can be 

consolidated into a single non-assembled complex structure.   However, for additive 

manufactured parts to be used in flight-critical applications, the quality of the resulting 

fabricated parts must be well understood in light of the lack of flight heritage.  As additive 

manufacturing is performed layer-by-layer, new opportunities exist to monitor the 

fabrication in situ and non-destructively and to provide a qualify-as-you-go paradigm.  In 

this study, a high-resolution laser line scan profilometer is used just after a layer has been 

selectively melted and the sensor is mounted to the recoater arm to provide unobtrusive 

and inexpensive access to the top of the powder bed.  The driving hypothesis of the effort 

was that fused and unfused powder would lie at different elevations as the fused powder 

volume would consolidate and therefore become depressed.  Consequently, this 
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measurement could both verify the intended geometry and also identify any lack of fusion 

defects.  Furthermore, some preliminary anecdotal evidence is shown that spatter can also 

be identified and thus profilometry can inform the minimization of contamination (build 

chamber argon flow, build layout strategies, etc.) 

1.0 Introduction 

Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) shows promise in the aerospace industry for providing complex 

structures spatially tailored for both performance and weight and fabricated with high 

performance metal alloys.  Large groups of interrelated parts can now be consolidated into 

a single non-assembled structure, with geometries not possible previously. However, for 

this next generation of manufacturing technology to be more widely adopted, an in situ 

evaluation methodology is required to provide rigorous evidence of the reliability of the 

consequent structure - particularly in the context of the high standards of the aerospace 

industry.  Given the layer-by-layer processing which provides access to the top surface of 

the structure during fabrication, a layerwise digital signature for each fabrication can be 

measured in an unprecedented manner. This signature per layer now enables a qualify-as-

you-go paradigm in which the quality of a structure can be judged comprehensively in three 

dimensions. 

  

Within the taxonomy of PBF, Selective Laser Melting (SLM) has been optimized to create 

complex, high performance geometries in a diversity of metal alloys; however, process 

monitoring is conspicuously absent in production systems and remains an open question.  

A need for highly accurate, real-time 3D metrology for layer-wise monitoring is necessary 

to increase the confidence in the fabricated structures - particularly in safety critical 
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applications.  New metrology techniques exist including laser line profilometry, which can 

be integrated within AM systems unobtrusively - providing micron-level surface maps of 

the structure under fabrication layer by layer.  A collection of 2D surface maps can provide 

new insights into the quality of a 3D fabricated structure, while the structure is otherwise 

obscured within the powder bed.  The integration of the sensor mechanically on the 

recoating arm of a laser scanner allows for inexpensive access across the entire powder bed 

both before and after powder re-coating.  The original hypothesis of this work is that in situ 

metrology using laser scan profilometry may provide geometry verification, and the 

necessary feedback to enable remediation in subsequent layers in order to subvert defects 

detected in an earlier or current layer.   

 

1.1 Previous Work of Others 

The premise of this effort is that a difference in elevation exists between fused and unfused 

powder, and the absence of fusion may be intentional (outside the volume of the printed 

structure) or unintentional (lack of fusion defect).  In laser powder bed fusion processes, 

powder is added to the build volume one layer at a time through a recoating process usually 

involving spreading of powder by a recoater blade. Unless there is powder shorting, the 

powder is evenly spread and packed closely (with space existing between contacting 

powder particles). Once the laser melts the powder, the melted region will be fully dense 

and will therefore be depressed as compared to the surrounding unmelted powder. 

Experiments using digital fringe projection by Land et al. [93] on laser powder bed fusion 

of alloy IN625 have shown elevation reductions of the melted powder by 0.1 to 0.2 mm 

compared to the surrounding powder.  

https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/07be9
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Laser powder bed fusion can produce several types of defects including lack of fusion [2], 

keyholing[49], balling[25], spatter[27], residual gas porosity [6], hatching strategy defects 

and recoater defects [7-8]. [53] provides a good overview of in situ and non-destructive 

evaluation.  Several types of microdefects would produce higher elevation than the 

surrounding fused metal and would be detectable by a laser line scanner.  Certain lack of 

fusion defects can impinge the surface of the melted solid and leave unmelted powder 

above the melted surface. Lack of fusion can result from combinations of absorbed power, 

laser travel velocity, powder layer thickness, and hatch spacing. Lack of fusion can also 

occur with inadequate overlap between hatching and contouring resulting in unfused region 

[7]. If lack of fusion is sufficiently large enough or if powder can fall into the porosity 

region then a depression may occur instead. 

Spatter particles ejected from the melt pool can land on the melted part. These particles can 

be much larger than the D90 size of the powder size distribution [25,27,62]. As a result, 

the contaminate particles should be detectable by the laser line scanner. Large spatter 

particles are a concern because they can cause light damage to the recoater blade and the 

spatter particles might not melt during the subsequent laser pass (a process which is 

optimized for smaller powder size distribution). Even though the surrounding powder can 

melt, this can give rise either unfused regions or create a cavity around the particle. Spatter 

can also land in unfused powder and change the local powder packing density and 

chemistry - either of which can affect melting behavior due to particle size differences. 

In the case of too much absorbed laser power and simultaneously too much travel velocity, 

balling of the melt pool can occur with an uneven swelling topology on the melted surface. 

The melt track can break up into “balls” due to the Plateau-Rayleigh instability (balling). 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/hf2Wn
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/PG5B9
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh+rsQad+MQ4wJ
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Changes in local powder conductivity and surface tension affect the onset of this 

phenomenology [4].  The authors hypothesize that this defect can be detected by surface 

profilometry. Several defects that would not be detected by the proposed approach include 

keyholing, lack of fusion at the overlap of melt pool roots, and trapped gas porosity - all of 

which would be embedded into the part below the top surface and therefore undetectable 

by the laser line scan technology. 

In situ monitoring with the ultimate goal of providing feedback control has been researched 

in a variety of manners - but none published that included the direct use of laser scanning 

profilometry - capturing high resolution surface maps after each layer.  [11-16] all 

investigated monitoring the process at the melt pool by monitoring the size, shape and 

temperature. The melt pool behavior is the essence of SLM and clearly is critical to 

understanding the quality of a fabrication; however, the work described here is 

differentiated by focusing on detailed surface maps between layers with micron-level 

resolution with the objective of identifying lack of fusion defects.  The measurements are 

less direct but more global in nature and thus may provide insights overlooked otherwise.   

[17-20] monitored and tracked the scan path - again focusing on the melt pool process but 

across each layer.  [7, 21-25] all considered layer-by-layer monitoring but did not include 

laser scanning and Foster included developing and using an open source protocol.  [26-27] 

monitored the powder bed surface which is similar to the current effort; however, the 

current work maps the surface with higher resolution scanning and although the powder 

bed is monitored as a side effect, high definition monitoring of the selectively melted 

structure and comparison against the intended geometry is the key element.  This effort is 

intended to inform the process by measuring actual geometry and surface finish, identifying 
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spatter contamination, and potentially locating areas of the surface that are intended to be 

melted and are not and vice versa - all of which will provide feedback for closed-loop 

control as well as provide a qualify-as-you-go quality assurance methodology. 

Macro defects can also be detected by the laser line scanner. Super elevation of a part or 

part features results from inadequate support [51]. Residual stresses deform the 

inadequately supported part (even to the point of breaking supports away from the build 

plate) and regions of the part will stick out above the recoated powder layer. Features 

caused by a recoating error can also be discerned by the laser line scanner.  Gouges or 

ridges in the powder can result from nicks blades or adhered particles on the blade.  Some 

recoaters might bounce and flick powder if an elevated feature is struck. 

On March 29th, 2018 a week before the submission of this article, the authors attended a 

presentation delivered by Adam Hicks from the University of Dayton Research Institute in 

which Hicks described a similar and independent research effort using in situ surface 

profilometry for detecting defects in powder bed fusion.  After the presentation, Hicks 

mentioned to the authors that other groups were also independently investigating the 

concept.  [28] describes a NASA-funded Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) 

project executed by Flightware, Inc. (Guilford) in collaboration with EWI (Columbus).   

However, to date, no work has been published in open literature to the authors’ knowledge. 

2.0 Methods and Materials 

A laser line scan profilometry system was bracketed on to the recoater blade of a 3D 

Systems (Rock Hill) ProX 320 selective laser melting system.  The system scans the 

selectively melted top surface prior to new powder being deposited.  This high resolution 

surface map for each layer of the fabricated structure captured in situ can enable a qualify-

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/DNIih
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as-you-go qualification paradigm.  In this study, Inconel 718 powder was primarily used 

but the concept should apply to other material systems, AlSi10Mg was utilized in some 

initial testing.   The main purpose is to identify lack of fusion defects in what would 

otherwise be melted regions.  However, the concept could also verify intended geometries 

and capture excessive spatter contamination - hypothesized to include larger particles that 

would adversely affect subsequent layers. 

2.1 Laser Scan Profilometry and Recoating Carriage Mechanism 

A Keyence (Osaka) model LJ-V7060 profilometer was mounted to the top of the ProX 320 

DMP printer’s recoater arm to provide micron-level surface mapping either before or after 

the recoating of the next layer of powder.   Figure 14 shows the system (left), the build 

chamber (center) and the top of the powder bed with the scanner activated (right).   The 

laser scanner spans only a small fraction of the powder with 15 mm scan width but a 

sufficient fraction to allow the evaluation of the technology for detecting of lack of fusion 

defects.  Potential future work will include spanning the entire length of the recoater with 

sensors to provide full visibility, however, utility exists in just measuring a fraction of the 

bed to provide a representative view of the entire build.  The design used for all experiments 

was within the reduced field of view of the scanner.  An extension of the scanner is clearly 

unhindered mechanically in the ProX along the recoater blade but would result in additional 

expense of more line scanners or scanners optimized for wider scanning.  For the purposes 

of this work, a single 15 mm of scan width was sufficient to test the effectiveness of the in 

situ process monitoring.  
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Figure 14: Laser Scan Profilometer Bracketed on ProX 320 Recoating Arm 

2.2 Benchmark Design with Inserted Intentional Defects 

A layer was designed that was repeated for 10 layers.  The layer design included geometries 

that allowed for a design of experiments with inserted defects which explored defect size 

and orientation relative to the profilometry path (Figure 15) in part inspired by [29].  

Intentional defects were inserted into the plate in two references: positive (fusion in a field 

of no fusion) and negative (absence of fusion in a field of full fusion - simulating lack of 

fusion defects).  Additionally, a one-millimeter scale bar was integrated into the design to 

provide spatial context across the profilometry path.  Although the Z axis precision 

provided by the scanner (measuring elevation along the scan width) maintained micron-

level repeatability, one challenge for the proposed parasitic scanning approach was the 

imprecise knowledge of the location of the recoater blade (Y axis) as the scanner was bolted 

to the top of the recoating arm.  Traditionally, recoating requires even pressure to be applied 

to the blade as each subsequent layer of powder is deposited on the existing powder bed 

and the knowledge of the recoater blade location is not necessary for maintaining even and 

effective recoating (the recoater displacement is generally meaningless to the recoating 

process as long as the blade fully traverses the entire powder bed surface). 
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Figure 15: Experimental Design: Intentional Negative and Positive Defects with Ruler Bar 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

The reference design was built, and each layer was scanned just prior to the recoating action 

- before the previous layer was obscured with a new layer of powder.   The part was built 

for 10 layers and at least one scan was captured per layer. 

3.1 Carriage Location and Scan Map Repeatability 

After collecting repeated layer data, inconsistency in the recoater speed was identified as a 

major problem for providing repeatable surface maps.  The recoater blade traversed the 

powder bed with nonregular motion that rendered the exact location of the blade and sensor 

impossible in order to establish the correct location of capture line data.  Scanning a surface 

map while piggybacking parasitically on the recoater requires precise knowledge of the 

location of the recoater and has a profound impact on the quality of the resulting surface 

data.  Approximate positions were calculated assuming a uniform velocity of the recoater, 

but it is evident from the data that small variations are noticeable. For the purposes of this 

evaluation, a fiducial ruler was included in the design so that machine vision software (after 

the scan) could re-calibrate the location of the recoater arm during recoating.  Future work 

will include additional location measurement (e.g. distance measured from the carriage to 

the side of the build chamber with a precision linear encoder) to identify the precise Y 
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location of a laser line scan without the need for unnecessary fiducial features and to 

accommodate general designs. 

To evaluate repeatability of the surface maps, local windows were compared in terms of 

pixel difference, variance and image correlation. When confining the comparison of data 

to small local regions (40 pixels by 40 pixels - approximately 0.8 mm per side), the data 

was repeatable and accurate for multiple scan runs on the same unmelted powder bed.  

Unmelted powder was used for this comparison as the variance is the lowest for uniform 

powder - the worst-case for repeatability.  Figure 16 shows a comparison of three different 

local windows of the powder bed (scanned twice) to evaluate the repeatability of the 

measurement. The powder bed appeared uniform and planer to the casual observer, but 

with high resolution surface maps, interesting features became obvious and were matched 

in the two separate scans.  Three local regions were identified at the beginning, middle and 

end of the full scan extending a total of 300 mm. The local windows were manually 

registered with the aid of correlation analysis.  Correlation analysis calculated a score of 

similarity as one window was slid across the other and the average pixel difference was 

calculated. The location of lowest score was considered the registered location.  Once 

registered, the pixel differences of each of the pairs were performed and a mean and 

variance were calculated.  For the pair A, the pixel difference average was 2.01 microns 

with a variance of 15.39 microns, for B, the values were 1.27 microns mean with 10.96 

microns variance and finally for C the values were -0.23 and 2.76 microns.  The three map 

pairs highlight the close resemblance and correlation across the scan albeit with the 

locations of each region at different row ranges (one reference row shown in red in each of 

the six scans) from the previous scan due to the accumulated error in recoater position.  As 
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the defect detection algorithm is executed in a local context, global registration is not 

necessary; however, to eventually confirm with pixel-by-pixel comparisons that the 

powder fusion matches the expected design geometry, the global registration will need to 

be addressed and this is the focus of future work. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 16: Repeatability Analysis Study with Variance 
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Figure 16 shows a repeatability analysis based on comparing pairs of local 40 x 40 pixel 

regions across two different scans of the same unmelted powder bed.  Figure 16 a, b, and 

c are pairs of measured maps which were registered based on obvious features and 

correlation analysis of the powder bed surface.  The scale is normalized between the 

minimum and maximum values. 

3.2 Optical Verification of the Intentional Defects 

As defects were intentionally integrated into the design, these small features had to be 

verified optically to ensure that the intended geometries were as planned.  These measured 

dimensions were then compared against scan data to evaluate the effectiveness of defect 

detection by the in situ surface mapping. The results of the optical microscopy showed 

good correlation with the 1.0-millimeter scale marks and the large features; images were 

taken absent of powder (Figure 17).  However, smaller features like the numbering scheme 

were notably absent as they were beyond the resolution capabilities of the printer (Figure 

18). 
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Figure 17: Optical Verification of the Defect Simulations in Inconel 718 

 

Figure 18: Optical Verification of Defect Simulations in AlSi10Mg (note poor numbering 
resolution due to printer). 
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3.3 Detection of Lack of Fusion Defects 

As layers were built (each with the identical and repeated benchmark design), the basic 

depth data was collected with the driving hypothesis that unmelted powder would maintain 

a high Z-axis value (more elevated) and that melted sections would consolidate and shrink 

providing lower depth values.  By monitoring the depth, lack of porosity defects should 

become manifest with the unfused powder providing higher surface values. Other 

mathematical algorithms were explored on each scan in hopes of improving the signal that 

could enable discrimination between fused and unfused powder. These algorithms included 

(a) the depth values directly, (b) the variance of the map with a five-by-five pixel sliding 

window and (c) the variance in both the X and Y direction for the same window.  The raw 

elevation data appears to be the most promising.  Figure 19 illustrates the raw depth data 

representations of the surface map and although the surface maps were not perfectly 

aligned with the original benchmark surface (Figure 15), a signal became apparent and 

could be potentially optimized for geometry verification as well as for the eventual purpose 

of identifying lack of fusion porosity.  In the case of the lack of fusion, the ultimate goal 

would be to identify regions in the design that may require additional selective laser 

melting energy (defect remediation) to ensure high mechanical performance of the final 

structure.  Figure 20 shows the windowed variance of the same scan. 

The intentional defects were identified in the scan but as the actual size of the defects were 

larger than targeted, the defects were obvious; however, the general concept of 

differentiating between fused and unfused powder layer by layer was successfully 

demonstrated.  Future work will continue investigating a wider range of sizes, shapes and 
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orientations of intentional defects as well as intentionally using bad build parameters to 

cause defects through the process itself. 

 

Figure 19: Single Scan of the top surface directly after the 9th layer, high elevation in red 
and depression in blue 

  

Figure 20: A 5 x 5 Pixel sliding window variance of the scan in Figure 19. Note the low 
variance in the lower powder region 

 
3.3 Detection of Spatter Contamination on the Powder Bed and other Melted Surfaces 

As a flow of Argon is pushed from the front of build chamber to the back, generated spatter 

from the melting was expected to be ejected and pushed behind the current build geometry.  

However, if many builds were packed into the bed, spatter from front-positioned structures 

could land and affect the quality of back-bed structures.  The in situ surface profilometry 

could be used to detect excessive amounts of landed spatter on critical components.   

Although this work did not focus on collecting this data, anecdotal evidence was seen as 
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the powder bed behind areas with significant melting with negative defects (right side of 

Figure 15) appeared to have more variance and higher average elevation than behind the 

section of the experiment with positive defects in a field of unfused powder (left side of 

Figure 15).  Figure 21 shows some examples of this effect within the limited view that is 

provided behind the design. 

 

Figure 21: Increased height donated by red coloring, shows increased likely hood of 
spatter contamination at the top of the scan. 

 
3.4 3D Visualization and Detection of recoater flaws 

In addition to 2D imagery it is possible to view the scanned surface layer in three 

dimensions (Figure 22) by converting image pixels into 3D points and then constructing a 

rasterized mesh of triangles with these points as vertices.  Red (blue) shows higher (lower) 

elevations.  The largely powder area with positive defects is shown in the upper half, and 

the melted region of negative defects is in the lower half.  The 3D mesh contains essentially 

the same information as the 2D image, but it is an additional visualization tool that aids in 

exploring algorithms for filtering, smoothing and ultimately discriminating between melted 

and unmelted regions. For example, evident in the isometric view is that the transition area 

between fused metal and powder appears rougher or slightly more varied in height.  It is 

not known yet to what extent this is physically accurate or represents a measurement 

artifact induced by sharp changes in reflectance as the laser sensor passed between the two 

surfaces. 
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Note the presence of fine lines that traverse the build area longitudinally (most apparent in 

the flat region at the far top).   These tracks likely represent small nicks in the plastic 

recoater wiper.   One of the noticeable tracks (approximately a third the way in from the 

right) lines up with the labels for each set of induced defects and was probably created by 

repeated scraping across this highly irregular surface patch.  As already pointed out, while 

the intention was to print labels to facilitate defect identification, the resolution of the ProX 

320 was insufficient to preserve this fine detail, creating uncharacteristically rough features 

that likely led to premature wear of the recoater blade in this area.  Irregularities in the 

recoating step that may lead to build defects should be detectable by profilometry. 

 

Figure 22: 3D Isometric view of surface layer, showing both positive and negative defects, 
and possible recoater flaws 

 

4.0 Conclusions 

The experiment described demonstrates that laser scan profilometry that is unobtrusively 

integrated into a ProX320 selective laser melting system can effectively improve quality 

of fabricated structures by providing a digital signature for each layer. The sensor rides 
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parasitically on the recoater blade, providing an economical solution for sensor integration.  

The sensorized system can provide many benefits including verifying intended geometries 

and detecting specific types of defects with the potential to provide subsequent defect 

remediation.   This work focused on lack of fusion defects with an experiment that 

simulated a variety of these types of defects and the method made manifest the defects. 

Other defects were also posited--including spatter contamination, for which preliminary 

evidence was shown. 
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4.0 Publication Two: Low Cost, High Speed Stereovision 
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Abstract 

Powder Bed Fusion Additive Manufacturing affords new design freedoms for metallic 

structures with complex geometries in high performance materials.  The aerospace industry 

has identified the inherent benefits of AM not just in terms of shape creation but also with 

regard to producing replacement parts for an aging fleet of aircraft. However, for these 

parts to be deployed in flight-critical applications, the quality must be well established 

given the lack of flight heritage for the manufacturing process.  As additive manufacturing 

is executed layerwise, opportunities exist to non-destructively verify the fabrication in situ 

with a qualify-as-you-go methodology.  In this study, a pair of low cost, high speed cameras 

are integrated and synchronized together to provide stereovision in order to identify the 

size, speed, direction and age of spatter ejected from the laser melt pool.  The driving 

hypothesis of the effort is that behavior of spatter can be reliably measured in order to 

determine the health of the laser process and ensure that spatter is not contaminating the 

build.  Feasibility demonstrations are shown that describe how the measurements are made 

and characteristics calculated from the image data and how the data were verified with 

alternative measurements. Opportunities, future work and challenges are discussed. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) shows promise in the aerospace industry for providing complex 

structures fabricated with high performance metal alloys that are spatially tailored for both 

high performance and low weight.  Interrelated assembly parts can now be consolidated 

into a single non-assembled structure with geometries not possible previously.  However, 

in order to broaden industrial adoption in light of the high standards of the aerospace 

industry, evidence of the reliability of the fabricated structures will need to be collected in 

situ for each and every fabrication.  Given the layer-by-layer processing with an 

unobstructed view of the top surface of the structure during fabrication, crucial aspects of 

the manufacturing process can be monitored in an unprecedented manner including the 

melt pool and ejecta. By characterizing this process and understanding the implications on 

process quality, a qualify-as-you-go methodology can be adopted as is required for 

insertion into manufacturing of flight critical hardware. 

  

Within the taxonomy of PBF, Selective Laser Melting (SLM) has been optimized to create 

complex, high performance geometries in a diversity of metal alloys; however, process 

feedback is generally absent in production systems and is understood to remain as an 

eventual requirement for full qualification of these processes.  Laser spatter is relatively 

well understood and can generally inform the process as to the quality of the structure under 

development.  The final destination of the spatter after ejection can also have an in impact 

on the fabrication through contamination or due to the introduction of irregular shaped and 

sized particles if the spatter returns back to either the melted section or open powder bed 
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in the build chamber.  The hypothesis of this work is that in situ monitoring using relatively 

low-cost cameras at relatively high-speed frames per second can provide data on the 

position and velocity of individual spatter and thus enable statistical analysis of general 

spatter behavior to improve quality and yield.   

 

1.1 Previous Work of Others 

Laser powder bed fusion is affected by several types of defects such as lack of fusion [19], 

keyholing [49], balling [25], spatter [27], residual gas porosity [50], hatching strategy 

defects [51] and recoater defects [51]. Everton et al. [53] provides an overview of in situ 

and nondestructive evaluation.  The premise of this effort is that spatter should be ejected 

to the margins of the powder bed or outer shelves of the build chamber to ensure no 

problems and the spatter should not return to impact on an active top surface of the device 

in fabrication as the spatter is considered a contaminant.  The particles are generally 

considered to be larger than feedstock powder, which can directly affect the quality of the 

manufacturing process by obstructed the laser melting at that point.  Spatter particles 

ejected from the melt pool can land on the melted section and these particles can be much 

larger than the D90 size of the powder size distribution and negatively impact the 

subsequent layers [25,27,62,63]. Spatter can lead to other negative effects such as 

increasing surface roughness of a part [12] or even increasing the layer thickness [64]. 

Large spatter particles can cause damage to the recoater blade and the spatter particles 

might not melt during the subsequent laser pass (a process which is optimized for the 

smaller powder size feedstock). Even though the surrounding powder can melt, the large 

spatter can give rise to either unfused regions or create a cavity around the particle. Spatter 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/D8Aqt
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/hf2Wn
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/mkB5t
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/DNIih
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/DNIih
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/PG5B9
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh+rsQad+MQ4wJ+JZQ9o
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/pk4wo
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/1LeRN
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can also land in unfused powder and change the local powder packing density and 

chemistry - either of which can affect melting behavior due to particle size differences. 

  

In situ monitoring with the ultimate goal of providing feedback control has been researched 

in a variety of manners. [65,66,78–80] all have explored the implications and behaviors of 

spatter in powder bed fusion but none explored the use of high speed stereovision at the 

macro level to track the travel trends of spatter in the build chamber.   Spatter in welding 

has also been explored and provides insights into AM spatter but is remains fundamentally 

different as the processes are not the same.  [71, 72, 81–83, 85] all investigated monitoring 

the process at the melt pool by measuring the melt pool shape and temperature, and 

although the melt pool is the origin of spatter, this subject is outside of the scope of this 

work.  The melt pool is the essence of SLM and clearly is critical to understanding the 

quality of a fabrication; [84, 86–89] monitored and tracked the scan path which anecdotally 

has a significant impact on the amount and direction of spatter.  This effort is intended to 

inform the process by identifying spatter behavior to determine if a build is compromised 

with the eventual goal of providing feedback for closed-loop control and a qualify-as-you-

go paradigm. 

  

High speed digital photography has been utilized to characterize spatter in several studies. 

Frame rates used include 1,000 fps[78], 2000 fps[67], 6000 fps[66] for laser additive 

processes. High speed thermal cameras have also been leveraged with frame rates of 1800 

fps [27]. High speed photography (3000 and 6000 fps) has also been used to characterize 

the behavior of interacting spatter for a multi-laser SLM 280 HL system [65]. 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/cF6MV+UsbSH+DQ9wN+Yr5YI+B35L4
https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/gHkzH+7mUf0+Z1XRw+vDJCi+JkPfb+YZNZF
https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/lB6YL+qx9Bn+hIHKO+IQPcr+YTxQi
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/DQ9wN
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/fov2H
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/cF6MV
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/UsbSH
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The use of ultra-high speed imaging (100,000 frames per second) has uncovered that the 

mechanism causing spatter is from vapor driven entrainment of micro-particles by an 

ambient gas flow [30]. Previously, it was believed that spatter was caused by laser induced 

recoil pressure (which is still true for laser welding processes, see [67]). Ly et al. identified 

three distinct types of particles. The first involve particles with low vertical momentum 

that are carried into the melt pool. The second category of spatter particles have higher 

vertical momentum but originating more than 2 melt pool widths away from the beam and 

are carried into the trailing portion of the vapor jet. These are then ejected as cold particles. 

The three category of spatter particles are closer to the laser beam than the second category. 

These spatter particles are carried into the laser beam which heats the particles to the point 

of becoming incandescent, hot particles. With a scan speed of 1.5 m/s and laser of 200W 

and fusing stainless steel 316 powder, Ly et al. found that 60% of spatter particles observed 

are the third category (hot particle ejections) with velocities of 6–20 m/s and observed 

particle full width at half maximum (FWHM)  diameters of 10 to 30 microns, another 25% 

are the second category (cold entrainment ejections) with velocities of 2–4 m/s and FWHM 

diameters of 20 to 30 microns, and the remaining 15% are recoil pressure induced droplet 

breakup ejections with velocities of 3–8 m/s and FWHM diameters of 15 to 70 microns. It 

should be noted that this work did not occur in a chamber with flowing inert gas (i.e. argon) 

over the powder bed as is common in most production systems. This inert gas flow could 

influence the flight path of the spatter particles. 

  

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EVI0h
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/fov2H
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2.0 Methods and Materials 

The overarching goal of this effort is to statistically quantify the characteristics and 

behavior of spatter in order to identify strategies to mitigate any resulting reductions in 

quality.   A secondary consideration is to implement a system that was less than 5% of the 

total cost of the manufacturing system to broaden the adoption of the proposed monitoring 

system.  For stereo analysis, calibration and camera mount design are critical parameters 

for accuracy in measurements. 

 

 

2.1 High speed stereovision camera system 

Two low cost, high speed cameras (FPS1000 by The Slow Motion Camera Company) were 

purchased and integrated together in a stiff housing in order to minimize any movement 

relative between the cameras, and thereby allowing for standardization during calibration 

and live spatter measurements. An 18 mm lens was used with an aperture set to f-stop of 

f/4.5 (to increase depth of field).  Images were taken in raw with a 1280x720 pixel count 

(maximum allowed for the camera).  Calculating the spatial resolution for visible light (470 

nm – 625 nm) gives a range of 18 µm/pixel to 24 µm/pixel. 

Figure 23: EOS M290 with Front Port Window (Left) and Stereovision Schematic (Right) 
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2.2 Stereovision and Epipolar Geometry to identify position and direction of spatter 

For calibration, the intrinsic parameters include information on the camera calibration 

matrix (K) and distortion coefficients which are obtained through single camera 

calibration. The former is given by 

𝐾 =  [
𝑓𝑥 0 𝑐𝑥

0 𝑓𝑦 𝑐𝑦

0 0 1

] (𝑒𝑞. 2) 

𝐾′ =  [
𝑓𝑥

′ 0 𝑐𝑥
′

0 𝑓𝑦
′ 𝑐𝑦

′

0 0 1

] (𝑒𝑞. 3) 

where K and K’ are camera calibration matrices, fx, fx’, fy, fy’ are focal length in pixel 

units, cx, cx’, cy and cy’ are principal points, normally at the center of the image. The open 

source Computer Vision library was used to locate a checkerboard pattern in fifty different 

poses (Figure 24). The intrinsic parameters are then used during stereo calibration, where 

coincident images from a stereo pair determine the extrinsic parameters of the system. The 

extrinsic parameters correspond to the rotation (R) and translation (t) between the two 

cameras, 

𝑃 = 𝐾[𝐼|𝑂] (𝑒𝑞. 4) 

𝑃′ =  𝐾′[𝑅|𝑡] (𝑒𝑞. 5) 

where P and P’ are the projection matrices which are 3x4 matrices, I is the identity matrix, 

R is the rotation matrix and t is the translation matrix. The matrices returned from 

calibration are then used to rectify simultaneous frames using the OpenCV function 

stereoRectify. Rectification calculates the necessary values to apply a geometric 

transformation on both images, ideally resulting in near horizontal epipoles on the image 
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plane.  The projection matrices were then used to triangulate two matched points between 

simultaneous frames. This method could then be applied to measure the length of light 

exposure caused by spatter between two sequential frames.  

 

 

Figure 24: Stereo Calibration between two coincident images from different perspectives 
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Figure 25: Stereovision quality assurance using a caliper (50.01 mm top, and 9.99 mm 
bottom). 

Two stereo images of a caliper were taken as a calibration check (Figure 25), two points 

were found, and the distance between them was measured.  The distance of the first 

measurement between the two points in the caliper was 50.01 mm, while the distance 

measured with stereovision was 50.69 mm, producing an error of 1.34%. The second 

distance was 9.99 mm, while the measured stereovision distance was 9.986 mm producing 

an error of 0.04% (which is precise as it is below the accuracy of the caliper).  

 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

A selective laser melting (SLM) build was completed with the camera system outside the 

front port of an EOS M290.  Ideally the system would be housed within the build chamber 
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to provide the closest perspective which allowed for the entire build volume to be seen 

from both cameras; however, in this preliminary study, an external perspective provided 

benefits such as physical access to the cameras, etc.  Future work will include integrating 

the camera system more closely to the powder bed in a final system which is planned to be 

installed in a 3D Systems ProX 320 where internal integration will be eased with the larger 

build volume.  Some concern exists regarding the vacuum pulled temporarily at the 

beginning of the build and the impact that this may have on the health of the electronics.  

Eventually, data collected from both of the two systems (ProX 320 and M290) will allow 

for a comparison of spatter behavior across a diversity of processes. 

 

3.1 Sequential versus single image spatter tracking 

To validate the concept of using over-exposure to integrate the light and identify the speed 

and direction of the spatter from a single stereovision image, some spatter particles were 

tracked for multiple frames as an alternative method of measuring velocity and to 

determine how the velocity and direction changed over a larger time frame (3 mS rather 

than 0.5 mS).  As the exposure was 500 µs and the period of the imaging was 1 mS, the 

distance traveled from frame to frame was expected to be twice the distance of the length 

of the spatter line in any given frame - minus the effects of gravity or build chamber 

atmosphere.  In Figure 26, three distinct spatter particles are tracked across three sequential 

frames as shown on the bottom of the figure.  The top of the figure shows the three frames 

overlaid on each other with green (frame 1), blue (frame 2) and red (frame 3) coloring to 

distinguish the particles in time.   As the period of the image acquisition (1000 fps 

frequency, 1000 µs period) is twice as long as the exposure time (500 µs), the smeared 
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images for each of the three cases should have similar lengths and the lines should be 

separated by the same length - as the camera exposure duty cycle is 50% (500 µs exposure 

with 1000 µs imaging). This is shown to be true not just for the two fast particles ejected 

to the right but also for the older and slower particle to the left (see Figure 26).   The 

process emission is also shown as a nebulous form at the bottom of each frame and is in 

fact moving along the laser path as expected. Other noise is shown primarily in the third 

red frame.  As the third frame has the faintest spatter signature due to the age of the 

particles, the threshold for detection was reduced and this introduced significant noise into 

this frame.   By attempting to capture only one image per spatter and ignoring very new 

and very old spatter, the problem of uniform brightness is expected to be eliminated for the 

automated computer script by capturing only a narrow band of brightness which in turn 

results in only a certain age of spatter being captured in the computer vision.   
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Figure 26: Sequential imaging of the right camera to demonstrate that tracked spatter 
measurements (frame to frame with an overlay) can be obtained in a single image. 

 
3.2 Stereo imaging of spatter and determination of velocity and direction 

To demonstrate the spatter monitoring approach, Figure 27 shows a single dual-frame 

capture of an instance of significant spatter production ejected from the melt pool.  In both 

cameras, three spatter particles are shown and easily matched between the two cameras.  

OpenCV computer vision identifies these regions as high intensity (white) and with a large 

aspect ratio forming a line that projects back to the melt pool as expected.  In each spatter 

case, the length of the image artifact is an overexposure across 500 µs and thus provides 

the distance traveled over that time and consequently a velocity can be calculated. The 
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particles are expected to follow a normal ballistics trajectory and change their velocity with 

time and drag; however, this is assumed negligible over the short 500 µs time frame. Each 

spatter can be identified by two points: the beginning and the end.  For each point in each 

image, a row and column can be determined.  With the same feature (e.g. start or end of 

spatter streak) as seen in two images, four values (rows and columns) can be obtained and 

through epipolar geometry the location of the point in 3D space (X, Y, and Z coordinates) 

can be determined.  With the 3D location of both the start and stop of the spatter, a direction 

vector can be generated and the magnitude of the vector (length in mm) can be divided by 

the 500 µs exposure time to calculate a velocity.  Furthermore, if the beginning of the 

spatter and the melt pool are known in 3D space, a distance can be calculated from the 

origin (the melt pool) to the spatter streak beginning.   By dividing the distance by the 

velocity, an age can be established for the particle.  The older the particle, the less bright 

the emissions.  This monotonically decreasing brightness is a characteristic that is 

leveraged to limit the image identification of the spatter to only one time and to avoid 

double or multiple counting in statistical evaluation.  Spatter that are too bright (often in 

the process of formation or calving and therefore without a distinct start and stop), and 

conversely, those that are not sufficiently bright will be excluded.  The intent is for the 

computer vision system to only identify the spatter once in its lifecycle to collect accurate 

statistical data on position and velocity and to avoid the challenging tracking of the particle 

between frames.  Some particles are much faster than others so separation between the 

same particle on two sequential frames can vary significantly.  Moreover, the brightness of 

the particle is ephemeral and identifying spatter on two frames may not always be possible.  

Figure 27 shows both the left and right-side cameras of an active moment during selective 
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laser melting of powder with substantial generation of spatter.   Table 3 shows the X, Y, Z 

direction and velocity of each of the spatter shown in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27: Stereovision imaging of spatter of varying directions and speeds (+Z into 
plane) 

Table 3: Spatter from Figure 27 described in direction and velocity 

Particle Start ([x,y,z], mm) End ([x,y,z], mm) Direction ([x,y,z], mm) Velocity (m/s) 

1.1 [0.6590, -7.590, 3.301] [2.875, -10.20, 6.840] [2.216, 2.610, 3.539] 9.85 

1.2 [3.025, -10.40, 6.017] [5.249, -12.80, 9.481] [2.223, 2.392, 3.463] 9.52 

1.3 [5.182, -13.21, 8.668] [7.160, -15.17, 12.85] [1.978, 1.960, 3.463] 10.05 

Avg Particle 1   9.81 

2.1 [2.415, -7.800, 3.881] [6.730, -10.21, 8.902] [4.315, 2.410, 5.021] 14.09 

2.2 [6.730, -10.21, 8.902] [10.62, -12.39, 13.70] [3.893, 2.176, 4.802] 13.11 

2.3 [10.62, -12.39, 13.70] [14.49, -15.15, 16.85] [3.866, 2.768, 3.141] 11.40 

Avg Particle 2   12.87 

3.1 [-0.650, 19.04, 19.16] [-0.305, 20.65, 20.36] [0.3452, 1.604, 1.198] 4.06 

3.2 [-0.4195, 20.98, 21.06] [0.1509, 22.43, 21.51] [0.5704, 1.451, 0.4597] 3.25 

3.3 [0.1509, 22.43, 21.52] [0.1678, 24.66, 24.05] [0.01691, 2.227, 2.535] 6.75 

Avg Particle 3   4.69 
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Future work will investigate more accurately where in the melt pool each spatter originated 

and furthermore, if the melt pool motion (build path) has an impact on the quantity, speed 

and direction of the spatter.  Preliminarily it can be noted that when the laser changes 

direction, the production of spatter dramatically increases, and the spatter tends to favor 

the direction opposite to the new laser scan path.  The ultimate goal of this research effort 

is (1) to automate the one detection of each spatter and to collect statistical data over 

millions of frames (2) to verify that by determining the position and velocity of the spatter 

just after creation that this method can predict the final impact destination of the spatter in 

order to improve quality and yield. 

3.3 Spatter calving and implications on melt pool location and contour determination 

On a large fraction of the captured images, spatter was shown in the nascent stage - still 

connected with the melt pool.  Figure 28 shows the extreme case of a new particle which 

has yet to fully emerge from the melt pool and is being “calved”.  Consequently, the 

velocity and age of the particle cannot be determined as there is no start point other than 

the melt pool which is large and provides an insufficient data as to the exact origination.  

These cases are therefore ignored with the understanding that as the spatter emerges 

completely, the particle will be captured and evaluated in a subsequent frame.   An 

additional technique to avoid evaluating calving spatter is to identify and contour the melt 

pool.  If excessive concavity exists (easily detectable in OpenCV), the contour can be 

ignored.  Furthermore, if the centroid of the melt pool is calculated as required in order to 

determine the origin in an age calculation, the centroid can be adjusted to eliminate skewing 

of the location based on calving spatter influence.  
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Figure 28: Spatter calving where new spatter particles have been formed and are being 
ejected 

These “half-baked” spatter do not have a distinct start and stop point which means that 

although the direction can be determined, the velocity cannot.  Furthermore, the centroid 

of the melt pool is distorted and incorrectly pulled to the side of calving particle. 

 

4.0 Conclusions 

In conclusion, this paper details a low-cost method for spatter tracking and analysis for 

laser powder bed fusion.  The key completed objectives are as follows: 

●       Stereovision demonstrates a reliable way to gather in situ statistical information about 

spatter particles. 

●       Spatter Age, Velocity, Direction, and Size have been reliably measured. 

●       Low cost (less than $10,000 USD) and open source resources were successfully used 

to accomplish this work. 

●       The foundation for an automated system has been laid, which will allow for the 

gathering of statistical data for future analysis. 
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Future work will entail the automation and statistical identification of trends which can be 

used for defect analysis in laser powder bed fusion. 
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5.0 Publication Three: Statistical Analysis of Spatter Velocity  
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1Youngstown State University, Youngstown, OH 44555 

2Youngstown Business Incubator, Youngstown, OH 44503 

Abstract 

As unprecedented design freedom is realized through additive manufacturing and 

simultaneously as the diversity of materials improves to include high performance metals, 

aerospace and biomedical applications demand improved quality control measures. In the 

context of additive manufacturing, new opportunities for in situ monitoring are now 

possible with a qualify-as-you-go layer-by-layer methodology. In this study, a pair of low-

cost, high speed cameras recording the selective laser melting of maraging steel were 

synchronized to measure stereoscopic features of the resulting spatter. Through epipolar 

geometry, accurate measurements were calculated of the age, speed and direction of 

thousands of spatter events. Statistical analysis was performed focusing on spatter velocity 

with the driving hypothesis that velocity can be correlated to the weld quality and 

eventually leveraged in real-time process control.  Opportunities, future work, and 

challenges are discussed. 
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1.0 Results and Discussion 

The literature and experimental sections of this publication are similar to those presented 

in Section 4 (Publication 2) and have therefore been left out of this section. 

A build of maraging steel was performed on an EOS M290, and a seven second video was 

taken at 1000 frames per second to determine bulk spatter statistics resulting in 7000 

images.  The cameras were mounted outside of the chamber window and utilized 18mm 

lenses. 

1.1 Velocity Subset Validation of Stereovision Tracking 

To gain insight and validate the algorithm, a subset of images was taken with the laser 

turning a corner and starting in the opposite direction with the hatch.  Three subsequent 

images were taken after the turn to track the spatter and gain triplicate measurements, 

spatter were typically able to be tracked for three subsequent images before they faded and 

became too difficult to track. Although not all spatter were detected in the three images, 50 

spatter were identified and direction was calculated (Figure 29).  Spatter just after a change 

in laser hatching direction were chosen because it presented a clean set of data without the 

laser creating flash points when it ignited soot directly over the melt pool (false positive 

detections) and allowed for a manual check of the data to ensure all the spatter were 

appropriately detected to avoid false negative detections. This spatter was then analyzed 

via the developed algorithm and the start and end points of the spatter streak verified 

manual to determine the average population velocity and magnitude of the corresponding 

vectors and is shown in Table 4. This resulted in an average velocity of 9.38 m/s, with a 

minimum detection of 2.98 m/s and a maximum of 27.60 m/s which is consistent with the 

analysis of Ly et al. which listed their approximated range as 2-20 m/s [30].  This clean 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EVI0h
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and verified dataset average would then be used to compare to the full set of images to 

ensure similarity in results. 

 

Figure 29: Spatter detected on edge of part as laser path is changing direction, laser 
direction indicated showing path during spatter formation 

Table 4: Spatter detected on edge of part with laser turning to head in opposite direction, 
first ten results shown with bulk statistics below, exposure of 500 µs 

Particle # Start ([x,y,z], mm) End ([x,y,z], mm) Magnitude (mm) Velocity (m/s) 

1 [-1.496, 4.867, 6.798] [-1.553, 7.087, 10.83] 3.97 7.93 

2 [-1.463, 7.379, 8.989] [-1.877, 9.662, 12.96] 4.60 9.19 

3 [-2.822, 10.69, 14.07] [-2.903, 12.64, 17.27] 3.76 7.51 

4 [-0.8661, 2.997, 1.628] [-1.175, 4.841, 2.921] 2.27 4.55 

5 [-0.5894, 4.635, 5.372] [-0.724, 7.155, 9.521] 4.86 9.71 

6 [-0.4848, 4.122, 0.4827] [-2.188, 7.403, 4.562] 5.51 11.01 

7 [-0.3990, 1.863, 1.249] [-0.6433, 3.815, 3.573] 3.04 6.09 

8 [0.2354, 2.790, 4.426] [4.839, 5.104, 5.590] 5.28 10.56 

9 [-1.895, 5.238, 10.37] [0.6655, 9.580, 16.50] 7.94 15.88 

10 [-0.8180, 4.122, 2.336] [-1.135, 6.360, 5.510] 3.90 7.79 

Avg Velocity Population (n=50)     9.38 
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StDev.p Population (n=50)   4.42 

Maximum    27.60 

Minimum    2.98 

  

1.2 Stereo imaging of spatter and determination of bulk statistical velocity 

The algorithm was then allowed to run over the entire seven seconds of video which at 

1000 fps generated 7000 paired images. Autodetection of spatter was utilized and the 

magnitude and velocity of the spatter was found. The results were plotted in Figure 30 

with their vectors in three-dimensional space, relative to the centroid of the melt pool of 

the previous frame, this was set to the origin to allow for the visualization of the spatter’s 

detected location in regard to the melt pool. 10,447 spatter were detected over the seven 

second video, which includes duplicate and triplicate detections as at 1000 fps most 

spatter could clearly be seen multiple times. It is believed that these multiple detections 

could be of benefit when working with the average velocity as they would increase the 

weight of valid detections.  However, this will statistically make the average velocity 

slower as the faster particles are detected fewer times and so therefore have less weight 

on the overall average. Of note, false positives can be seen primarily in the central region 

directly above the melt pool. These are assumed to be soot that was irradiated by the laser 

and not spatter, this was verified by a manual check of various images were the results 

occurred and it was found that the particles were often directed down instead of up from a 

clear origin from the melt pool. Further work is currently underway to automatically 

ignore these detection results.   
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Table 5 shows the statistical results of the analysis with the first ten detections similarly to 

Table 4. The average velocity over the entire set was 9.73 m/s which had good agreement 

with the previous subset of data having only a 0.35 m/s or 3.66% difference. The maximum 

value detected, and the minimum value showed a dramatically increased range. The current 

algorithm does not allow for sorting of detected spatter and determination of which images 

correspond to which detection, so we are currently unable to examine the maximum and 

minimum values to determine their validity. This feature is currently being added and is 

expected to aid in the removal of false positives or negatives. Figure 31 shows the 

histogram of the bulk results with the majority of the spatter being detected between 1.5 

m/s and 14.5 m/s.  

 

 

Figure 30: 10,447 Spatter magnitude vectors plotted centering each spatter to the same 
origin point, detected over a seven second imaging period 
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Table 5: Measured beginning and end points for first 10 spatter from Figure 30, their 
calculated magnitudes and velocities, and bulk statistical results. 

Particle # Start ([x,y,z], mm) End ([x,y,z], mm) Magnitude (mm) Velocity (m/s) 

1 [-1.496, 4.867, 6.798] [-1.553, 7.087, 10.83] 1.61 3.23 

2 [-1.463, 7.379, 8.989] [-1.877, 9.662, 12.96] 4.18 8.35 

3 [-2.822, 10.69, 14.07] [-2.903, 12.64, 17.27] 2.28 4.55 

4 [-0.8661, 2.997, 1.628] [-1.175, 4.841, 2.921] 2.14 4.29 

5 [-0.5894, 4.635, 5.372] [-0.724, 7.155, 9.521] 10.13 20.25 

6 [-0.4848, 4.122, 0.4827] [-2.188, 7.403, 4.562] 2.11 4.21 

7 [-0.3990, 1.863, 1.249] [-0.6433, 3.815, 3.573] 1.30 2.60 

8 [0.2354, 2.790, 4.426] [4.839, 5.104, 5.590] 1.48 2.97 

9 [-1.895, 5.238, 10.37] [0.6655, 9.580, 16.50] 4.76 9.53 

10 [-0.8180, 4.122, 2.336] [-1.135, 6.360, 5.510] 1.84 3.68 

Avg Velocity Population (n=10447)   9.73 

Stdev.p Population (n=10447)   6.74 

Maximum    79.64 

Minimum    0.26 

 

  

Figure 31: 10,447 Spatter detected graphed with velocity vs frequency 
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Future work is currently being performed to more accurately sort out false positive or 

negatives; however, it is believed that the average velocity of the group and bulk statistical 

results will not change substantially. Additionally, the algorithm is being modified to allow 

for the determination of which spatter has been detected multiple times so that appropriate 

weighting of the average can occur. Further analysis is also under way to compare the bulk 

spatter data under various laser parameters sets below and above recommended values, 

multiple printing platforms, and material types. The average velocity for these groups is 

posited to shift accordingly with the intention being that various platforms will have similar 

results with similar processing parameters and material types. Further work is also being 

performed to track the average direction based on the origin in the melt pool with respect 

to the melt pool centroid. 

 

2.0 Conclusion 

In conclusion, a low-cost spatter tracking method and analysis for laser powder bed fusion 

has been presented along with initial statistical results. The system can be used to collect 

real-time statistical data on the spatter behavior of a process and may have utility in terms 

of measuring the performance of the process. This paper demonstrates the tenets of the 

proposed in situ measurement system and the key completed objectives of this work are as 

follows: 

●        Reliable collection of demonstrated of statistics relating to spatter velocities gathered 

by stereovision over 1000s of frames. 

●        An open source and low-cost (less than $10,000 USD) hardware and software system 

was successfully implemented. 
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●        Initial results of collected statistical data are reported which demonstrate that the 

data are in-line with previous reports but now can be captured in a continuous and real time 

data collection system. 

●        Utilizing the stereovision setup enabled increased accuracy in the measurement for 

velocity and quantity. 
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Abstract 

As the number of safety-critical aerospace applications increases for additive 

manufacturing, process monitoring to ensure quality has become paramount.  Economical 

and accurate sensors are required to evaluate unique aspects of the process, such as melt 

pool and spatter behavior. Additive manufacturing employs a layer-by-layer paradigm, 

which enables a qualify-as-you-go methodology that can be leveraged for the certification 

of fabricated structures. In this study, videos from two synchronized, low-cost, high-speed 

cameras were evaluated with epipolar geometry in order to track both the direction and 

velocity of individual spatter.  With AlSi10Mg as the feedstock, laser power, scanning 

speed, and layer thickness were varied for the standard argon flow rate and direction. The 

velocity and direction of spatter were evaluated across the process space, in which the 

direction was relative to the X-Y plane (relative angle to the laser scan path on the powder 

bed surface) and X-Z plane (trajectory angle). Thousands of spatter were identified in each 
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process set to provide substantial statistical information. The direction and velocity 

histograms provide insights into both the process health (e.g. sufficient laser power) as well 

as the determination of the final destination of spatter in the build volume. These insights 

can inform scanning strategies to manage the trajectory of spatter to avoid inclusion in the 

fabricated structure. 

1.0 Introduction 

As the adoption of metal laser powder bed fusion (M-LPBF) in the aerospace industry 

continues to flourish, advancements in the understanding of the fabrication phenomena and 

metallurgy will be pivotal to the full realization of the manufacturing technology. To ensure 

the mechanical reliability of fabricated structures, a qualify-as-you-go methodology is 

necessary [70] and the unobstructed view of the build volume and the ease of identification 

and correspondence of spatter particles in stereovision can enable novel monitoring of this 

salient feature.  In the context of the high expectations and requirements of the aerospace 

industry, the lack of flight heritage is leading to industrial demand for additional and 

effective advances in monitoring.  Current methods for process monitoring in powder bed 

fusion vary widely and include visible imaging [22,84], high speed imaging [35,61], 

thermal imaging [88, 95], and X-ray imaging [96], among others [53].   

Defects in M-LPBF include lack of fusion [19], spatter [27], keyholing [49], residual gas 

porosity [50], balling [25], hatching strategy defects and recoater defects [51]. 

Nondestructive evaluation and in situ monitoring was overviewed by [53] and 

demonstrates the necessity of further advances in these topics, specifically for eventual 

closed-loop control in LPBF. This article assumes that various laser parameters could lead 

to differing spatter velocities and therefore proposes an effective and financially feasible 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2EbVT
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/vx5uq+W5SKM
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/7D3i9+tVATb
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https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/4WwGn
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/PG5B9
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/D8Aqt
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/hf2Wn
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/mkB5t
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/DNIih
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/PG5B9
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way to record these velocities in real time. These velocities not only provide valuable 

insight to physics-based models such as those proposed by [25], but also will improve 

intuition for determining the optimal noble gas recirculation flow (often available on 

commercial systems) across the powder bed to redirect spatter from contaminating the 

build. Spatter landing on the melting section has been reported to negatively impact the 

subsequent layers, as the ejecta are often larger in size than the average powder and layer 

sizes, and could contain oxidation contamination [12,25,27,62–64]. 

Significant research, for both in situ monitoring and physics-based modeling, has focused 

on the melt pool and spatter behavior.  Processing parameters and scanning strategies were 

examined to evaluate the effect on the melt pool [24,27,30]. Others noted that adjusting the 

three dimensional energy density by an identical amount through the increase of laser 

scanning speed did not have the same effect on the diminishing melt pool depth and width 

as the respective decrease in laser power, as the laser power decrease had a much larger 

effect on the melt pool [18,61]. Physics based modeling of the melt pool has also been 

explored and has been shown to predict pore formation and spatter creation 

[10,25,29,30,32]. Utilizing high speed digital videography to characterize spatter has been 

done in several studies.  Frame rates have varied between 1000 frames per second (fps) to 

6000 fps [66,67,78]. Thermal high speed cameras have been used as well [27]. High speed 

X-ray imaging was used to monitor the melt pool and spatter formation [97, 98].  These 

works provide experimental insight into the balance between the vapor driven entrainment 

and recoil pressure forces which combine for the creation of spatter and defects such as 

keyhole defects.  Recent work on tracking spatter has shown the correlation to lack of 

fusion defects and has proposed mechanisms for this phenomenon [57]. This work showed 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/rsQad+2E7qh+MQ4wJ+JZQ9o+pk4wo+1LeRN
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https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/2E7qh
https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/n6eRA+NRbut
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/EjDQ
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that multiple spatter can collide in flight to form a larger spatter particle which can 

negatively affect the build plate.  

The ultimate goal of in situ monitoring is to provide feedback control.  Behaviors of spatter 

in M-LPBF have been explored previously, but none have used high speed stereovision at 

the macro level to observe overall trends in optimal build conditions [65,66,78–80]. 

[71,72,81,82,85] investigated monitoring the process at the melt pool by measuring the 

melt pool shape and temperature, and although the origin of spatter is the melt pool, this is 

beyond the scope of the present work.  The essence of M-LPBF is the melt pool, which is 

vital to understanding the quality of a fabrication; previous work has monitored and tracked 

the scan path which anecdotally has a significant impact on the amount and direction of 

spatter [84,86–89].  This work is intended to identify spatter behavior and thereby inform 

the process with the goal of eventually providing feedback for closed-loop control. 

Previously, the authors had preliminarily laid the basis for this work without fully 

developing the algorithms to work on bulk data sets [94, 99].  This work focuses on 

showing that bulk statistical measurements of the spatter can be ascertained with minor 

financial investment and is feasible as a monitoring tool for build weld quality. It is 

believed that these results can further be used in the development and verification of 

physics-based models. 

2.0 Methods and Materials 

A 3D Systems ProX 320 with AlSi10Mg powder supplied by LPW with a 15 — 45 µm 

particle size distribution was used.  A pattern of various laser parameters were analyzed 

with some being more nominal in energy density for comparison (Figure 32). Additionally, 

https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/Yr5YI+DQ9wN+cF6MV+UsbSH+B35L4
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/o4PH8+U8jXz+Dm5jB+yZhcH+3zlHM
https://paperpile.com/c/BMlGvI/vx5uq+k4PD0+Z8JJW+Qd2sz+mlfYf
https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/Rayil+zuQ6f
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𝑉 ∗ 𝑇 ∗ 𝐻  (𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑞. 1)
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Spatter velocity and quantity were analyzed using previously developed technology [94, 

99]. Thresholding of the images were done to allow for the greatest detection of spatter and 

were held uniform throughout the experiment. It is acknowledged that the manner of 

thresholding performed likely did block out spatter and clip their lengths thereby 

decreasing the true velocity of the spatter measurements.  Great effort was taken to make 

this process as uniform as possible so the relative comparison between parameters would 

be valid and provide useful insight. Two cameras (FPS 1000HD, The Slow Motion Camera 

Company, United Kingdom) with 35 mm lenses set to an f-stop of f/4 and an iso of 100 

were ran at 1000 fps with a shutter speed of 500 µs.  The cameras had a sensor size of ⅔” 

with 1280 x 720 pixels and were set up outside the build chamber window and video was 

taken axiomatically.  A single 2 x 2 cm cube was printed, and in between each recording 

5—10 layers were printed using nominal laser parameters to restore a good substrate for 

the next experiment.  

Video was taken of the entire layer and then processed for the identification of the spatter 

utilizing a combination of modified OpenCV C++ software and Matlab.  Due to the varying 

parameters different quantities were detected and matched by the algorithm for each 

parameter set.  The minimum quantity detect for a parameter set was just over 1100 spatter, 

therefore for the velocity statistics each parameter set was normalized to a total population 

of 1100 spatter. For the quantification calculations, the spatter count was compared to the 

total number of images generated during the layer. 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

Spatter was analyzed with respect to its quantity, velocity, and angle versus laser 

parameters. These results are shown in various histograms and charts throughout this 

https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/zuQ6f+Rayil
https://paperpile.com/c/HXVVUQ/zuQ6f+Rayil
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section.  For the quantitative analysis versus velocity, the population was normalized to a 

total of 1100 as the computer vision was able to identify and track differing quantities for 

differing laser parameters trials. Figure 33 shows one of these histograms where the spatter 

was quantity was normalized to 1100 spatter and the quantity was mapped for each velocity 

in 1.0 m/s increments. This data was taken using the laser parameters 370 watts, 1400 m/s 

scanning speed, 60 µm layer thickness, and a 110 µm hatch spacing. The average velocity 

was recorded at 2.02 m/s with a standard deviation of 1.96 m/s.   

Multiple histograms were created for each of the laser parameters in this study with an 

identical histogram as shown in Figure 33, the results holding the layer thickness constant 

to 60 µm layers as in Figure 32 and are shown in Figure 34. 

  

Figure 33: Quantity of spatter detected verse spatter velocity for the laser 
parameters 370 watts laser power, 1400 mm/s scanning speed, at 60 µm layer 
thickness 
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Figure 34: Histograms laid out as shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33. All Populations 
normalized to 1100 spatter and analyzed verse spatter velocity in 1.0 m/s increments. 
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Based on the Figure 34, no clear trend emerged with showing a great impact on spatter 

velocity or scanning speed. Quantity was then graphed against three dimensional energy 

density equation and is shown in Figure 35. The results seemed to show a localized 

minimum of spatter produced for the middle region of energy density; however, trying to 

isolate if scanning speed or laser power had a greater impact gave random results that could 

not be quantified. 

Quantity was then graphed verse energy density for spatter less and greater than 1.0 m/s 

(Figure 36 and Figure 37). These results show a general increase of spatter velocity with 

an increase of energy density.  Upon further examination the trend seemed to flatten at the 

high velocities.  Spatter quantity was then graphed against a velocity from 1.0 m/s to 4.0 

m/s and is shown in Figure 38. This shows a much stronger trend with an R2 value of 

0.7819 instead of 0.5491.  

y = 2E-06x2 - 0.0209x + 80.765
R² = 0.5575
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density with constant 60 µm layer thickness 

Figure 36: Quantity of spatter less than 1.0 m/s detected verse energy 
density with constant 60 µm layer thickness 
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For ease in comparison a histogram was created showing the different laser power and 

scanning speeds (Figure 39). This was broken into two sections (less than 1.0 m/s and 

greater than 1.0 m/s). As mentioned before, no clear trend across laser power or scanning 

speed developed with a clear correlation to velocity. 

Spatter vertical angle (Ø) with a normalized x-y plane angle was analyzed and compared 

to laser energy density (Figure 40). The overall vertical angle average for each of the laser 

parameters is listed below in Table 6. Histograms were then taken with the spatter direction 

shown compared to the various laser parameters with the overall average listed first and 

then each velocity in 1.0 m/s increments and the corresponding vertical angles.  

 

Figure 40: Diagram showing vertical angle with respect to raster direction and x, y, z 
coordinates 

Table 6: Average Vertical Angle for various laser powers and scanning speeds 

Scanning 
Speed 
mm/s 

Laser Power in Watts 

  296 320 370 440 

1120 45.82589 45.37742 46.9687 39.47177 

1400 47.4874 45.11829 47.11037 43.94503 

1680 47.57302 44.97826 46.80041 44.39653 
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4.0 Conclusion 

In conclusion, a low-cost spatter tracking method and analysis for laser powder bed fusion 

has been presented along with initial statistical results. These results show the following: 

• Spatter velocity has a general trend of increasing with energy density; however, 

which energy density variables impact spatter creation and velocity more could not 

be determined. 

• Results for velocity quantities for various laser parameters were presented. 

• Spatter vertical angle was averaged to 45.4 ± 2.140 examining each average laser 

parameter population average compared to each other holding layer thickness 

constant. 

• Results for various laser parameters and resulting average vertical angles were 

presented. 

This work was limited based upon the low cost, high speed cameras used specifically with 

the inherent 1280x720 resolution and the inability to adjust the shutter speed to reduce the 

length of the streaks created by the spatter. It is believed that improving the resolution and 

decreasing the shutter speed will allow for more spatter to be tracked with a higher degree 

of accuracy, however, this is the first study to the authors knowledge to go into a thorough 

analysis of a statistical comparison between spatter velocity and quantity, and vertical angle 

versus a wide range of laser parameters. 
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7.0 Conclusion 

This research has displayed the ability to track spatter created by M-LPBF in a novel 

approach using high speed stereovision. The velocity and direction of the spatter were able 

to be determined; thereby, allowing for various laser parameters to be tested for their effect 

on spatter quantity, velocity, and direction. From the work performed in this research it can 

be concluded: 

• Spatter does negatively impact build creation and cause quality control/assurance 

issues. 

• Low-cost high-speed stereovision can be used to effectively track spatter and was 

throughout this research. 

• A novel code for computer vision was created by altering OpenCV stereovision 

software and was used for this work. 

• Spatter quantity and velocity are directly correlated with three-dimensional energy 

density. 

• It was not able to be determined if scanning speed or laser power had a greater 

effect on spatter creation or velocity outside of the normal three-dimensional energy 

equation.  

• Spatter vertical angle was shown to not be impacted appreciably by laser power or 

scanning speed. 

• Layer thickness was shown to impact the vertical angle of the spatter. 
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8.0 Future Work 

Future work should focus on purchasing of cameras which have a slower frame per second 

speed, but more control over the shutter speed and the ability to control them outside the 

chamber.  The improved cameras should also allow for a drastic increase in resolution 

which should additionally assist the spatter tracking endeavor. Based on the literature, 

experiments, and general observation, materials such as steel and Inconel produce much 

larger spatter streaks which can be analyzed far easier. It would be recommended that 

future work focus on these materials to fully develop this technique and verify the general 

results across multiple materials. 
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Appendix A: Single Camera Rectification Code 
camMatrix.cpp 
#include <opencv2/core.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/imgcodecs.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/imgproc.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/highgui.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/calib3d.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/dictionary.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/charuco.hpp> 
#include <sstream> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <fstream> 
 
using namespace std; 
using namespace cv; 
 
void createBoard(Size board, float boardEdge, vector<Point3f>& corners); 
void getChessBoardCorners( vector<Mat> images,vector<vector<Point2f>>& 
allFoundCorners, bool ShowResults, Size board, Size imsize); 
void camCalibration(vector<Mat> CalImages,Size board, float boardEdge, Mat& K, Mat& 
D, Size imsize); 
bool saveCamCalibration(string name, Mat K, Mat D); 
void evaluateImages( vector<Mat>& CalImages, Size board, float boardEdge, Mat K, Mat 
D, Size imsize); 
 
 
const float calSquareDim = 0.015f;//meters 
const Size ChessBoardDim = Size(10,7); 
 
int main(int argc, char** argv) 
{ 
     
  Mat Frame; 
  Mat DrawToFrame; 
  Mat K = Mat::eye(3,3,CV_64F); 
  Mat D; 
  vector<Mat> savedImages; 
  vector<vector<Point2f>> MarkerCorners, rejectedCandidates; 
     
  if (argc != 3) 
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    { 
       
      cout << "./camCalbration [video.avi] [filename]"<< endl; 
      return -1; 
       
    } 
 
   
  VideoCapture vid; 
  vid.open(argv[1]); 
   
  if (!vid.isOpened()) 
    { 
      return -1; 
    } 
   
  cout << "Press 0 to save image."<<endl; 
  cout << "Press 1 to start calibration." << endl; 
  cout << "Press ESC to quit." << endl; 
  int count = 1; 
  Size imsize; 
  while(1) 
    { 
       
      if (!vid.read(Frame)) 
 { 
   break; 
 } 
      imsize = Frame.size(); 
      vector<Point2f> foundPoints; 
      bool found = false; 
      Mat temp; 
      //int alpha = 1.5; //contrast control 
      //int beta = 25.0; //brightness control 
      //Frame.convertTo(Frame, -1, alpha, beta); 
 
      found = findChessboardCorners(Frame,ChessBoardDim, 
foundPoints,CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH | CALIB_CB_NORMALIZE_IMAGE); 
       
      Frame.copyTo(DrawToFrame); 
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      drawChessboardCorners(DrawToFrame, ChessBoardDim,foundPoints,found); 
       
      if (found) 
 { 
   Mat resized, temp; 
   resize(DrawToFrame, resized, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
   Frame.copyTo(temp); 
   savedImages.push_back(temp); 
 } 
      else 
 { 
   Mat resized; 
   resize(Frame, resized, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
 } 
       
    } 
} 
 
void createBoard(Size board, float boardEdge, vector<Point3f>& corners) 
{ 
  for(int i = 0; i < board.height;i++) 
    { 
    for(int j = 0; j < board.width;j++) 
      { 
 corners.push_back(Point3f(j* boardEdge, i*boardEdge, 0.0f)); //z =  0 because 
planar 
      } 
    }  
} 
 
void getChessBoardCorners( vector<Mat> images,vector<vector<Point2f>>& 
allFoundCorners, bool ShowResults, Size board, Size imsize) 
{ 
 
  for(vector<Mat>::iterator iter= images.begin(); iter != images.end() ; iter++) 
    { 
      vector<Point2f> pointBuf; 
      bool found = findChessboardCorners(*iter, board, 
pointBuf,CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH | CALIB_CB_NORMALIZE_IMAGE); 
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      if (found) 
 { 
   allFoundCorners.push_back(pointBuf); 
 } 
      if (ShowResults) 
 { 
   drawChessboardCorners(*iter, board, pointBuf, found); 
   imshow("Corners", *iter); 
   waitKey(0); 
 } 
 
    } 
} 
 
void evaluateImages( vector<Mat>& CalImages, Size board, float boardEdge, Mat K, Mat 
D, Size imsize) 
 
{ 
   
  vector<vector<Point2f>> CheckImageSpacePnts; 
  getChessBoardCorners(CalImages, CheckImageSpacePnts, false, board, imsize); 
  vector<vector<Point3f>> euclidSpaceCornerPoints(1); 
  createBoard(board,boardEdge, euclidSpaceCornerPoints[0]); 
  euclidSpaceCornerPoints.resize(CheckImageSpacePnts.size(), 
euclidSpaceCornerPoints[0]); 
  vector<Mat> goodIms; 
   
  vector<Mat> RVecs,TVecs; 
  D = Mat::zeros(8,1,CV_64F); 
 
  cout << "Reprojection Errors: " << endl; 
  int count = 0; 
   
  double rpg_error; 
  for (int i = 0; i < CheckImageSpacePnts.size(); i++) 
    { 
      Mat draw; 
      CalImages[i].copyTo(draw); 
      vector<vector<Point2f>> Points1, Points2; 
      Points1.push_back(CheckImageSpacePnts[i]); 
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      vector<Vec2f> foundPoints; 
      bool found = findChessboardCorners(CalImages[i],ChessBoardDim, 
foundPoints,CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH | CALIB_CB_NORMALIZE_IMAGE); 
 
      drawChessboardCorners(draw, ChessBoardDim,foundPoints,found); 
       
      vector<vector<Point3f>> buf_euclidPoints; 
      buf_euclidPoints.push_back(euclidSpaceCornerPoints[i]); 
      rpg_error = calibrateCamera(buf_euclidPoints, Points1, imsize, K, D, RVecs, TVecs, 
0); 
       
      cout << "Image[" << i << "] = " << rpg_error << endl; 
 
      imshow("Image",draw); 
       
      char character = waitKey(0); 
      if (character==33) break; 
 
      switch (character) 
 { 
 case 48: //save image 
   if(found) 
     { 
       Mat temp; 
       CalImages[i].copyTo(temp); 
       goodIms.push_back(temp); 
       cout<<"Image" << count <<" saved!"<<endl; 
       count += 1; 
     } 
   break; 
 case 49: //start calibration 
   if(goodIms.size()>15) 
     { 
       cout << "Starting calibration..." << endl; 
       break; 
     } 
   else{cout<<"Pictures did not exceed 15"<<endl;} 
   break; 
 case 27: //exit 
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   break; 
 }       
    } 
  CalImages = goodIms; 
} 
 
void camCalibration(vector<Mat> CalImages,Size board, float boardEdge, Mat& K, Mat& 
D, Size imsize) 
{ 
   
  vector<vector<Point2f>> CheckImageSpacePnts; 
  getChessBoardCorners(CalImages, CheckImageSpacePnts, false, board, imsize); 
  vector<vector<Point3f>> euclidSpaceCornerPoints(1); 
  createBoard(board,boardEdge, euclidSpaceCornerPoints[0]); 
  euclidSpaceCornerPoints.resize(CheckImageSpacePnts.size(), 
euclidSpaceCornerPoints[0]); 
 
  vector<Mat> RVecs,TVecs; 
  D = Mat::zeros(8,1,CV_64F); 
 
  cout << imsize << endl; 
  double rpgerror = calibrateCamera(euclidSpaceCornerPoints, CheckImageSpacePnts, 
imsize, K, D, RVecs, TVecs, 0); 
   
  cout <<"Total Re-projection Error: " << rpgerror << endl; 
 
} 
 
 
bool saveCamCalibration(string name, Mat K, Mat D) 
{ 
  ofstream outStream(name); 
  if(outStream) 
    { 
       
      uint16_t rows = K.rows; 
      uint16_t columns = K.cols; 
 
      outStream << rows << endl; 
      outStream << columns << endl; 
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      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double value = K.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
 } 
 
      rows = D.rows; 
      columns = D.cols; 
 
      outStream << rows << endl; 
      outStream << columns << endl; 
       
      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double value = D.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
 } 
       
      outStream.close(); 
      return true; 
    } 
 
  return false; 
} 
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Appendix B: Stereo Calibration Code 
stereoCalibration.cpp 
#include <opencv2/core.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/imgcodecs.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/imgproc.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/highgui.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/aruco.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/calib3d.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/dictionary.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/charuco.hpp> 
#include <sstream> 
#include <iostream> 
#include <fstream> 
 
using namespace std; 
using namespace cv; 
using namespace cv::aruco; 
 
const float calSquareDim = 0.015f;//meters 
const float aurSquareDim = 0.1325f; //meters 
const Size ChessBoardDim = Size(10,7); 
 
 
void rotateConcat(Mat img1, Mat img2, Mat& out, int scale, bool save); 
 
 
void rotateConcat(Mat img1, Mat img2, Mat& out, int scale, bool save) 
{ 
  CV_Assert(img1.size() == img2.size() && img1.type() == img2.type()); 
 
  Mat outImg(img1.cols,2*img1.rows, img1.type()); 
  Rect rect1(0,0, img1.rows, img1.cols); 
  Rect rect2(img1.rows,0, img1.rows, img1.cols); 
 
  transpose(img1, img1); 
  transpose(img2, img2); 
  flip(img1, img1,1); 
  flip(img2, img2,1); 
 
  img1.copyTo(outImg(rect1)); 
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  img2.copyTo(outImg(rect2)); 
   
  if (save) 
    { 
      imshow("Image",outImg); 
      waitKey(0); 
      imwrite("result.jpg",outImg); 
    } 
  resize(outImg,out,Size(outImg.cols/scale,outImg.rows/scale)); 
} 
 
 
 
void createKnownBoardPositions(Size BoardSize, float SquareEdgeLength, 
vector<Point3f>& corners) 
{ 
  for(int i = 0; i < BoardSize.height;i++) 
    { 
    for(int j = 0; j < BoardSize.width;j++) 
      { 
 corners.push_back(Point3f(j* SquareEdgeLength, i*SquareEdgeLength, 0.0f)); //z 
=  0 because planar 
      } 
    }  
} 
 
bool loadCameraCalibration(string name,Mat& CameraMatrix, Mat& DistanceCoe) 
{ 
  ifstream instream(name); 
 
  if(instream) 
    { 
      uint16_t rows; 
      uint16_t columns; 
 
      instream >> rows; 
      instream >> columns; 
 
      CameraMatrix = Mat::zeros(rows,columns, CV_64F); 
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      for(int r = 0; r< rows;r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double read = 0.0f; 
       instream >> read; 
       CameraMatrix.at<double>(r,c) = read; 
       cout << CameraMatrix.at<double>(r,c) << "\n"; 
     } 
 } 
       
      instream >> rows; 
      instream >> columns; 
 
      DistanceCoe = Mat::zeros(rows,columns, CV_64F); 
 
      for(int r = 0; r< rows;r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double read = 0.0f; 
       instream >> read; 
       DistanceCoe.at<double>(r,c) = read; 
       cout << DistanceCoe.at<double>(r,c) << "\n"; 
     } 
 } 
      instream.close(); 
      return true; 
       
    } 
   
  return false; 
} 
 
 
void getChessBoardCorners( vector<Mat> images,vector<vector<Point2f>>& 
allFoundCorners, bool ShowResults, Size BoardSize,Size imsize) 
{ 
  for(vector<Mat>::iterator iter= images.begin(); iter != images.end() ; iter++) 
    { 
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      vector<Point2f> pointBuf; 
      Mat resized; 
      bool found = findChessboardCorners(*iter, BoardSize, pointBuf, 
CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH | CALIB_CB_NORMALIZE_IMAGE); 
       
      if (found) 
 { 
   allFoundCorners.push_back(pointBuf); 
 } 
      if (ShowResults) 
 { 
   drawChessboardCorners(*iter, BoardSize, pointBuf, found); 
   imshow("Corners", *iter); 
   waitKey(0); 
 } 
    } 
} 
 
void stereoCalibration(vector<Mat> CalImages1, vector<Mat> CalImages2,Size 
BoardSize, float SquareEdgeLength, Mat& CameraMatrix1, Mat& distortionCoe1, Mat& 
CameraMatrix2,Mat& distortionCoe2, Mat& RotationMatrix, Mat& TranslationVector, 
Mat& EssentialMatrix, Mat& FundamentalMatrix, Size imsize) 
{ 
  vector<vector<Point2f>> CheckImageSpacePnts1,CheckImageSpacePnts2; 
  getChessBoardCorners(CalImages1, CheckImageSpacePnts1, false, BoardSize,imsize); 
  getChessBoardCorners(CalImages2, CheckImageSpacePnts2, false, BoardSize,imsize); 
 
  vector<vector<Point3f>> euclidSpaceCornerPoints(1); 
  createKnownBoardPositions(BoardSize,SquareEdgeLength, 
euclidSpaceCornerPoints[0]); 
  euclidSpaceCornerPoints.resize(CheckImageSpacePnts1.size(), 
euclidSpaceCornerPoints[0]); 
 
  cout << "Reprojection Errors: " << endl; 
   
  double rpg_error; 
  for (int i = 0; i < CheckImageSpacePnts1.size(); i++) 
    { 
      Mat both,draw1,draw2; 
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      CalImages1[i].copyTo(draw1); 
      CalImages2[i].copyTo(draw2); 
       
      vector<vector<Point2f>> Points1, Points2; 
      Points1.push_back(CheckImageSpacePnts1[i]); 
      Points2.push_back(CheckImageSpacePnts2[i]); 
 
      vector<Vec2f> foundPoints1, foundPoints2; 
      bool found1 = findChessboardCorners(CalImages1[i],ChessBoardDim, 
foundPoints1,CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH | 
CALIB_CB_NORMALIZE_IMAGE); 
      bool found2 = findChessboardCorners(CalImages2[i],ChessBoardDim, 
foundPoints2,CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH | 
CALIB_CB_NORMALIZE_IMAGE); 
 
      drawChessboardCorners(draw1, ChessBoardDim,foundPoints1,found1); 
      drawChessboardCorners(draw2, ChessBoardDim,foundPoints2,found2); 
       
      vector<vector<Point3f>> buf_euclidPoints; 
      buf_euclidPoints.push_back(euclidSpaceCornerPoints[i]); 
 
      rpg_error = stereoCalibrate(buf_euclidPoints, Points1,Points2,CameraMatrix1, 
distortionCoe1, CameraMatrix2, distortionCoe2, imsize, RotationMatrix, 
TranslationVector, EssentialMatrix, FundamentalMatrix, CALIB_FIX_INTRINSIC); 
      cout << "Image[" << i << "] = " << rpg_error << endl; 
      rotateConcat(draw1,draw2,both,2,false); 
      imshow("Images",both); 
      waitKey(0); 
      if (rpg_error > 1.0) 
 { 
   CalImages1.erase(CalImages1.begin() + i); 
   CalImages2.erase(CalImages2.begin() + i); 
   euclidSpaceCornerPoints.erase(euclidSpaceCornerPoints.begin() + i); 
   CheckImageSpacePnts1.erase(CheckImageSpacePnts1.begin() + i); 
   CheckImageSpacePnts2.erase(CheckImageSpacePnts2.begin() + i); 
   i -= 1; 
 } 
       
    } 
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  rpg_error = stereoCalibrate(euclidSpaceCornerPoints, CheckImageSpacePnts1, 
CheckImageSpacePnts2, CameraMatrix1, distortionCoe1, CameraMatrix2, 
distortionCoe2, imsize, RotationMatrix, TranslationVector, EssentialMatrix, 
FundamentalMatrix, CALIB_FIX_INTRINSIC); 
  cout << "Reprojection Error Mean(after removing bad images) = " << rpg_error << endl; 
   
} 
 
bool saveStereoCalibration(string name, Mat CameraMatrixL, Mat distortionCoeL,Mat 
CameraMatrixR, Mat distortionCoeR,Mat TranslationVector,Mat EssentialMatrix, Mat 
FundamentalMatrix, Mat RotationMatrix) 
{ 
  ofstream outStream(name); 
  if(outStream) 
    { 
       
      uint16_t rows = CameraMatrixL.rows; 
      uint16_t columns = CameraMatrixL.cols; 
 
      outStream << rows << endl; 
      outStream << columns << endl; 
       
      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double value = CameraMatrixL.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
 } 
 
      rows = distortionCoeL.rows; 
      columns = distortionCoeL.cols; 
 
      outStream << rows << endl; 
      outStream << columns << endl; 
       
      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
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     { 
       double value = distortionCoeL.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
 } 
 
      rows = CameraMatrixR.rows; 
      columns = CameraMatrixR.cols; 
 
      outStream << rows << endl; 
      outStream << columns << endl; 
       
      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double value = CameraMatrixR.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
 } 
 
      rows = distortionCoeR.rows; 
      columns = distortionCoeR.cols; 
 
      outStream << rows << endl; 
      outStream << columns << endl; 
       
      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double value = distortionCoeR.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
 } 
 
      rows = TranslationVector.rows; 
      columns =  TranslationVector.cols; 
       
      outStream << rows << endl; 
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      outStream << columns << endl; 
       
      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double value = TranslationVector.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
 } 
 
       
      rows = EssentialMatrix.rows; 
      columns =  EssentialMatrix.cols; 
       
      outStream << rows << endl; 
      outStream << columns << endl; 
       
      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double value = EssentialMatrix.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
 } 
       
      rows = FundamentalMatrix.rows; 
      columns =  FundamentalMatrix.cols; 
       
      outStream << rows << endl; 
      outStream << columns << endl; 
       
      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double value = FundamentalMatrix.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
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 } 
       
      rows = RotationMatrix.rows; 
      columns =  RotationMatrix.cols; 
       
      outStream << rows << endl; 
      outStream << columns << endl; 
       
      for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
 { 
   for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
     { 
       double value = RotationMatrix.at<double>(r,c); 
       outStream << value << endl; 
     } 
 } 
 
      outStream.close(); 
      return true; 
       
    } 
  return false; 
} 
 
void printMat(Mat inputMatrix) 
{ 
 
  uint16_t rows = inputMatrix.rows; 
  uint16_t columns = inputMatrix.cols; 
       
  for(int r = 0; r< rows; r++) 
    { 
      for(int c = 0; c< columns; c++) 
 { 
   double value = inputMatrix.at<double>(r,c); 
   cout <<"("<< r <<","<< c <<") =" << value << endl; 
 } 
    }      
} 
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int main(int argc, char** argv) 
{ 
   
  Mat FrameL, FrameR; 
  Mat DrawToFrameL, DrawToFrameR; 
  Mat KL = Mat::eye(3,3,CV_64F); //Camera Calibration matrix L 
  Mat KR = Mat::eye(3,3,CV_64F); //Camera Calibration Matrix R 
  Mat DL, DR = Mat::zeros(8,1,CV_64F);; //Distortion Coefficients 
  Mat E, T, F, R; //Essential, Translation, Fundamental, Rotation 
  vector<Mat> savedImagesR, savedImagesL; 
  VideoCapture videoL,videoR; 
  Mat dummy, M1L,M2L,M1R,M2R; //Map vectors for remap --> Dummy is an empty 
matrix 
   
   
  videoL.open(argv[1]);//"/home/e5m9/Desktop/Programs/C++/stereoCalibrate/left.avi"); 
  
videoR.open(argv[2]);//"/home/e5m9/Desktop/Programs/C++/stereoCalibrate/right.avi"); 
 
  double height = videoL.get(CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT); 
  double width = videoL.get(CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH); 
  Size imsize = Size(width, height); 
   
  if (argc != 3) 
    { 
      cout << "Not enough arguments: "; 
      cout <<"./stereoCalib [left video] [right video]"<<endl; 
      return -1; 
    } 
   
  loadCameraCalibration("L_camMatrix", KL, DL); 
  loadCameraCalibration("R_camMatrix", KR, DR); 
 
  //initUndistortRectifyMap(KR,DR, dummy, KR, imsize , CV_16SC2, M1R, M2R); 
  //initUndistortRectifyMap(KL,DL, dummy, KL, imsize , CV_16SC2, M1L, M2L); 
     
  if (!videoL.isOpened() | !videoR.isOpened()) 
    { 
      return -1; 
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    } 
   
  namedWindow("Left Cam",WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
  namedWindow("Right Cam",WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
  int count = 0; 
   
  while(1) 
    { 
      if (!videoL.read(FrameL) | !videoR.read(FrameR)) 
 { 
   break; 
 } 
      Size imsize = FrameL.size(); 
      vector<Vec2f> foundPointsL, foundPointsR; 
      bool foundL = false; 
      bool foundR = false; 
 
      //Find corners in image 
      foundL = findChessboardCorners(FrameL,ChessBoardDim, 
foundPointsL,CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH | 
CALIB_CB_NORMALIZE_IMAGE); //CV_CALIB_CB_FAST_CHECK faster but 
sometimes does not work as well 
      foundR = findChessboardCorners(FrameR,ChessBoardDim, 
foundPointsR,CALIB_CB_ADAPTIVE_THRESH | 
CALIB_CB_NORMALIZE_IMAGE); //CV_CALIB_CB_FAST_CHECK faster but 
sometimes does not work as well 
       
      FrameL.copyTo(DrawToFrameL); 
      FrameR.copyTo(DrawToFrameR); 
 
      //Draw the corners to the image 
      drawChessboardCorners(DrawToFrameL, ChessBoardDim,foundPointsL,foundL); 
      drawChessboardCorners(DrawToFrameR, ChessBoardDim,foundPointsR,foundR); 
      if (foundL & foundR) 
 { 
   Mat resizedL; 
   Mat resizedR; 
   resize(DrawToFrameL, resizedL, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
   resize(DrawToFrameR, resizedR, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
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   imshow("Left Cam", resizedL); 
   imshow("Right Cam", resizedR); 
 
   Mat tempR; 
   Mat tempL; 
   FrameL.copyTo(tempL); 
   FrameR.copyTo(tempR); 
   savedImagesL.push_back(tempL); 
   savedImagesR.push_back(tempR); 
   cout<<"Image "<< count <<" saved!"<<endl; 
   count += 1; 
 } 
       
      else if (foundL & !foundR) 
 { 
   Mat resizedL; 
   Mat resizedR; 
   resize(DrawToFrameL, resizedL, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
   resize(FrameR, resizedR, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
 
   imshow("Left Cam", resizedL); 
   imshow("Right Cam", resizedR); 
 } 
       
      else if (foundR & !foundL) 
 { 
   Mat resizedL; 
   Mat resizedR; 
   resize(FrameL, resizedL, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
   resize(DrawToFrameR, resizedR, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
 
   imshow("Left Cam", resizedL); 
   imshow("Right Cam", resizedR); 
 } 
      else 
 { 
   Mat resizedL; 
   Mat resizedR; 
   resize(FrameL, resizedL, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
   resize(FrameR, resizedR, Size(640,480),0.0,0.0, INTER_LINEAR); 
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   imshow("Left Cam",resizedL); 
   imshow("Right Cam", resizedR); 
 } 
       
      char character = waitKey(100); 
      if (character==33) break; 
 
      switch (character) 
 { 
 case 48: //save image 
   if(foundL & foundR) 
     { 
       Mat tempR; 
       Mat tempL; 
       FrameL.copyTo(tempL); 
       FrameR.copyTo(tempR); 
       savedImagesL.push_back(tempL); 
       savedImagesR.push_back(tempR); 
       cout<<"Image "<< count <<" saved!"<<endl; 
       count += 1; 
     } 
   break; 
 case 49: //start calibration 
   if((savedImagesL.size()>5) & (savedImagesR.size()>5)) 
     { 
       cout << "Starting calibration..." << endl; 
       //stereoCalibration(savedImagesR, savedImagesL, ChessBoardDim, 
calSquareDim,KR, DR, KL,DL, R, T, E,F, imsize); 
       stereoCalibration(savedImagesL, savedImagesR, ChessBoardDim, 
calSquareDim,KL, DL, KR,DR, R, T, E,F, imsize); 
 
       saveStereoCalibration("stereoCalibMat", KL, DL, KR, DR, T, E, F, R); 
 
       return 0; 
       break; 
     } 
   else{cout<<"Pictures did not exceed 15"<<endl;} 
   break; 
 case 27: //exit 
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   return 0; 
   break; 
    
 } 
    } 
 
  cout << "Starting calibration..." << endl; 
  cout << savedImagesL.size() << "  " << savedImagesR.size() << endl; 
  //stereoCalibration(savedImagesR, savedImagesL, ChessBoardDim, calSquareDim,KR, 
DR, KL,DL, R, T, E,F, imsize); 
  stereoCalibration(savedImagesL, savedImagesR, ChessBoardDim, calSquareDim,KL, 
DL, KR,DR, R, T, E,F, imsize); 
  saveStereoCalibration("stereoCalibMat", KL, DL, KR, DR, T, E, F, R); 
   
  return 0; 
    
}   
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Appendix C: Spatter Tracking Code .cpp 
spatterTrack.cpp 
#include <iostream> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <opencv2/core/core.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/imgproc.hpp> 
#include "spatterTrack.hpp" 
#include <opencv2/highgui.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/imgcodecs.hpp> 
#include <opencv2/calib3d.hpp> 
#define PI 3.14159265 
 
void spatter::cvtPoints(cv::Point2f ref) 
{ 
  start = cv::Point2f((start.x+ref.x),(start.y+ref.y)); 
  end = cv::Point2f((end.x+ref.x),(end.y+ref.y)); 
  leftW = cv::Point2f((leftW.x+ref.x),(leftW.y+ref.y)); 
  rightW = cv::Point2f((rightW.x+ref.x),(rightW.y+ref.y)); 
} 
 
void spatter::drawPoints(cv::Mat& src,float size, bool showWidths) 
{ 
  //start points should be blue 
  //end points should be red 
  //leftmost width point should be cyan 
  //rightmost width point should be purple 
 
  /* Note that the image may be rotated when displayed and width points colors may not 
match this 
     this color scheme. The colors should be consistant */ 
   
      cv::circle(src,start,size, cv::Scalar(255,0,0),-1); 
      cv::circle(src,end,size, cv::Scalar(0,0,255),-1); 
      if(showWidths) 
 { 
   cv::circle(src,rightW,size, cv::Scalar(255,0,255),-1); 
   cv::circle(src,leftW,size, cv::Scalar(255,255,0),-1); 
 } 
} 
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void spatter::computeEpipoles ( cv::Mat F, cv::Mat& startLine, cv::Mat& endLine) 
{ 
  F.convertTo(F,CV_32FC1); 
  bool print = false; 
   
  if (print) std::cout << "Image Epilines: " << std::endl; 
       
  cv::Mat H1,H2; 
  std::vector<cv::Point2f> pnts; 
  pnts.push_back(start); 
  pnts.push_back(end); 
   
  cv::Mat new_pnts[2] = {cv::Mat(pnts,CV_32FC1).reshape(1), 
    cv::Mat::ones(pnts.size(),1,CV_32FC1)}; 
  hconcat(new_pnts,2,H1); 
   
  startLine = F * H1.row(0).t(); 
  endLine = F * H1.row(1).t(); 
   
  //These lines translate the epipoles to the correct location 
  //If the cameras are not level or perhaps error in the fundamental matrix calculation 
  //causes the lines to be translated from the actual position 
  //the scalar multiplier is the average pixel difference between the calulated line and 
  //the corresponding point 
 
  /***Will simply offset the lines to line up for auto matching. This will need to be fine 
tuned depending on the calibration and which image you are drawing to ***/ 
  startLine.at<float>(2) -= 12*startLine.at<float>(0); 
  endLine.at<float>(2) -= 12*endLine.at<float>(0); 
   
  startLine.push_back(startLine); 
  endLine.push_back(endLine); 
   
  if (print) 
    { 
      std::cout << "Start Line: " << std::to_string(startLine.at<float>(0))+"x + 
"+std::to_string(startLine.at<float>(1))+"y +"+std::to_string(startLine.at<float>(2))+" = 
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0" << std::endl; 
      std::cout << "End Line: " << std::to_string(endLine.at<float>(0))+"x + 
"+std::to_string(endLine.at<float>(1))+"y +"+std::to_string(endLine.at<float>(2))+" = 0" 
<< std::endl; 
    } 
   
} 
 
 
void spatter::undistortPnts(cv::Mat K, cv::Mat D, cv::Mat Rect, cv::Mat KN, bool 
printPnts) 
{ 
  cv::Mat und, I; 
  std::vector<cv::Point2f> buf; 
  buf.push_back(start); 
  buf.push_back(end); 
 
  if(printPnts) std::cout << "BEFORE: " << buf << std::endl; 
 
  cv::Mat list = cv::Mat(buf.size(),1,CV_32FC2,buf.data()); 
  Rect = cv::Mat::eye(Rect.rows, Rect.cols, CV_64F); 
  cv::undistortPoints(list,list,K,D,Rect,KN); 
 
  if(printPnts) std::cout << "UNDISTORTED: " << list << std::endl; 
     
  start= cv::Point2f(list.at<float>(0,0),list.at<float>(0,1)); 
  end = cv::Point2f(list.at<float>(1,0),list.at<float>(1,1)); 
     
} 
 
void meltpool::undistortMelt(cv::Mat K, cv::Mat D, cv::Mat Rect, cv::Mat KN, bool 
printPnts) 
{ 
  std::vector<cv::Point2f> melt; 
  melt.push_back(loc); 
  cv::Mat uMelt(melt,CV_64FC2); 
  if(printPnts) std::cout << "MELTPOOL BEFORE: " << uMelt << std::endl; 
 
  //Rect = cv::Mat::eye(Rect.rows, Rect.cols, CV_64F); 
  cv::undistortPoints(uMelt,uMelt,K,D,Rect,KN); 
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  if(printPnts) std::cout << "MELTPOOL UDISTORTED: " << uMelt << std::endl; 
  loc = cv::Point2f(uMelt.at<float>(0,0), uMelt.at<float>(0,1)); 
   
} 
 
void spatter::setMagnitude() 
{ 
  double ret; 
  ret = sqrt((start.x - end.x)*(start.x-end.x) + (start.y-end.y)*(start.y-end.y)); 
  mag = ret; 
} 
 
void spatter::setAngle(cv::Point2f melt) 
{ 
  cv::Point2f bufPnt = cv::Point2f(start.x-melt.x, (start.y-melt.y)*-1.0); 
  //cout << "Origin: " << origin << "  Original Pnt: " << pnt << "  Pnt: " << bufPnt << endl; 
  if (start.x == 0) 
    { 
      if (bufPnt.y < 0) 
 { 
   angle = -90;  
 } 
      else { angle = 90;} 
    } 
  if(bufPnt.y == 0) 
    if (bufPnt.x < 0 ) 
      { 
 angle = -180; 
      } 
    else { angle = 0;} 
  else 
    { 
       
      if (bufPnt.x > 0 && bufPnt.y > 0) 
 angle = atan(bufPnt.y/bufPnt.x) * 180/ PI; 
      else if (bufPnt.x < 0 && bufPnt.y > 0) 
 angle = (PI + atan(bufPnt.y/bufPnt.x)) * 180/ PI; 
      else if (bufPnt.x < 0  && bufPnt.y < 0) 
 angle = (PI + atan(bufPnt.y/bufPnt.x)) * 180/ PI; 
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      else 
 angle = (2*PI + atan(bufPnt.y/bufPnt.x)) * 180/ PI; 
    } 
   
} 
 
float meltpool3D::velocity() 
{ 
  float vel; 
  vel = sqrt((x - lastx)*(x-lastx) + (y - lasty)*(y - lasty) + (z - lastz)*(z - lastz)); 
  return vel; 
} 
 
void meltpool3D::setLastLocation() 
  { 
    lastx = x; 
    lasty = y; 
    lastz = z; 
  } 
 
float spatter3D::Age(meltpool3D melt) 
{ 
  float age; 
  age = sqrt((sx - melt.x)*(sx-melt.x) + (sy - melt.y)*(sy - melt.y) + (sz - melt.z)*(sz - 
melt.z)); 
  return age; 
} 
 
float spatter3D::Magnitude() 
{ 
  float mag; 
  mag = sqrt((sx - ex)*(sx-ex) + (sy - ey)*(sy - ey) + (sz - ez)*(sz - ez)); 
  return mag; 
} 
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Appendix D: Spatter Tracking Code .hpp 
spatterTrack.hpp 
#ifndef SPATTERTRACK_HPP 
#define SPATTERTRACK_HPP 
 
#include <iostream> 
#include <opencv2/core/core.hpp> 
 
class spatter; 
class meltpool; 
 
 
void cvtPoints(cv::Point2f ref); 
void drawPoints(cv::Mat& src,float size, bool showWidths); 
 
 
class meltpool 
{ 
   
public: 
  cv::Point2f loc; 
  std::vector<cv::Point> contour; 
  cv::Point2f temp; 
 
  meltpool() 
  {} 
   
  meltpool(cv::Point2f loc): 
    loc(loc) 
  { 
  } 
  void undistortMelt(cv::Mat K, cv::Mat D, cv::Mat Rect, cv::Mat KN, bool printPnts); 
  meltpool(cv::Point2f loc,   std::vector<cv::Point> contour): 
    loc(loc),contour(contour) 
  { 
  } 
   
}; 
 
 
class spatter 
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{ 
   
   
public: 
  void cvtPoints(cv::Point2f ref); 
  void drawPoints(cv::Mat& src, float size, bool showWidths); 
  void computeEpipoles ( cv::Mat F, cv::Mat& start_lines, cv::Mat& end_lines); 
  void undistortPnts(cv::Mat K, cv::Mat D, cv::Mat Rect, cv::Mat KN, bool printPnts); 
  void setAngle(cv::Point2f melt); //sets the angle of the start point with row containing 
meltpool as x axis 
  void setMagnitude();//sets the 2D magnitude 
   
  cv::Point2f start; 
  cv::Point2f end; 
  cv::Point2f leftW; 
  cv::Point2f rightW; 
  double mag; 
  float angle; 
  std::vector<cv::Point> contour; 
   
  spatter(cv::Point2f start, cv::Point2f end,std::vector<cv::Point> contour): 
  start(start), end(end), contour(contour) 
  { 
    } 
   
  spatter(cv::Point2f start, cv::Point2f end,cv::Point2f leftW,cv::Point2f rightW ): 
    start(start), end(end), leftW(leftW), rightW(rightW) 
  { 
    } 
   
}; 
 
class meltpool3D 
{ 
public: 
 
  void setLastLocation(); 
  float velocity(); 
     
  float x; 
  float y; 
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  float z; 
  float lastx; 
  float lasty; 
  float lastz; 
 
  meltpool3D() 
  { 
    } 
  meltpool3D(float x, float y, float z): 
    x(x), y(y), z(z) 
  { 
    } 
   
}; 
 
 
class spatter3D 
{ 
public: 
 
  float Age(meltpool3D melt); 
  float Magnitude(); 
 
  //start and end points in 3D space 
  float sx, ex; 
  float sy, ey; 
  float sz, ez; 
 
  spatter3D() 
  { 
    } 
   
  spatter3D(float sx, float sy, float sz, float ex, float ey, float ez): 
    sx(sx), sy(sy), sz(sz), ex(ex), ey(ey), ez(ez) 
  { 
    } 
   
}; 
 
 
#endif 
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Appendix E: Matlab Code For Analyzing .cpp Output 
plotframes.m 
clear; 
clc; 
format long 
 
frame_numba = []; %frame numbers 
centroid_loc = []; %centroid location ~ len(centroid) = len(frameNumba) ~ 
cntsPfrme = [];  
starts = []; %start points for selected spatter 
ends = []; %end points for selected spatter 
widths = []; %width points for selected spatter  
p = 100; 
ages = []; 
widths_mag = []; 
lengths_mag = []; 
 
infile = fopen('Al_60_370_1120_110.txt','r'); 
text = textscan(infile,'%s','Delimiter','\n'); 
n = length(text{1}); 
 
%Load data from txt file 
for n = [1:1:n] 
    
   buf = cell2mat(text{1}(n)); 
   buf = strsplit(buf,':'); 
    
   if length(buf) == 2 
    p = 0; 
    frme = cell2mat(buf(2)); 
    frme = strsplit(frme,','); 
    frame_numba = [frame_numba; str2num(frme{1})]; 
    cnts = str2num(frme{2}); 
    cntsPfrme = [cntsPfrme; cnts]; 
    continue; 
   else 
       buffer = strsplit(cell2mat(text{1}(n)),','); 
       buf=zeros(size(buffer)); 
       buf=str2double(buffer); 
   end 
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   if p == 0 
    centroid_loc = [centroid_loc; [buf]]; 
    p = p +1; 
    continue; 
   end 
    
   if p == 1 
    track = str2num(cell2mat(text{1}(n))); 
    p = p + 1; 
    continue; 
   end 
        
   if (p == 2 | p == 3) 
    widths = [widths; buf]; 
    p = p + 1;  
    continue; 
   end 
    
   if (p == 4) 
    starts = [starts; [buf]]; 
    p = p + 1; 
    continue; 
   end 
   
  if (p == 5) 
   ends = [ends; [buf]]; 
   p = p + 1; 
   continue; 
  end 
   
  if (p == 6) 
   ages = [ages; buf(1)]; 
   %widths_mag = [widths_mag; buf(2)]; 
   %lengths_mag = [lengths_mag; buf(3)]; 
   p = p+1; 
  end 
  if (p == 7) 
      track = str2num(cell2mat(text{1}(n))); 
  end 
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  if (track <= cnts) 
      p = 2; 
      n = n + 1; 
  end 
    
end 
 
Origin = [mean(centroid_loc(:,1)) mean(centroid_loc(:,2)) mean(centroid_loc(:,3))]; 
%%Average centroid location 
vecs = ends - starts; 
mags_old = []; 
 
%Check Magnitudes 
for i = 1:1:length(vecs) 
    mags_old(i) = sqrt((vecs(i,1)^2) + (vecs(i,2)^2) + (vecs(i,3)^2)); 
    %fprintf('Imported Magnitudes of Vector(%d): %0.6f\n',i,mags_old(i)); 
end 
  
% Shift average of centroids to origin for plane fitting at z = 0 
%New variable is not used in plotting ~ only plane fitting 
centroids = []; 
 for i = 1:1:length(centroid_loc(:,1)) 
     centroids(i,:) = centroid_loc(i,:) - Origin; 
 end 
  
 %Change vector of centroids the same size as starts & ends 
 cents = []; 
 for i = 1:1:length(centroids) 
     for p = 1:1:cntsPfrme(i) 
         cents = [cents; centroids(i,:)]; 
     end 
 end 
 
%Translate each vector according to new origin 
 for i = 1:1:length(starts) 
     starts(i,:) = starts(i,:) - Origin; 
     ends(i,:) = ends(i,:) - Origin; 
 end 
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%Fit Plane to centroid locations 
A = [centroids(:,1),centroids(:,2),ones(size(centroids(:,1)))]; 
res = A\centroids(:,3); 
a = res(1); 
b = res(2); 
c = res(3); 
[X, Y] = meshgrid(-0.10:0.01:0.10); 
Z = a.*X + b.*Y + c; 
 
%Find gravity~normal to plane 
v1 = [X(1) Y(1) Z(1)]; 
v2 = [X(100) Y(100) Z(100)]; 
grav = cross(v1,v2); 
g = -1.*[grav(1) grav(2) grav(3)] ./ (sqrt(grav(1)^2 + grav(2)^2 + grav(3)^2)); %%Gravity 
Unit vector 
x= [v1(1) v1(2) v1(3)]./ sqrt(v1(1)^2 + v1(2)^2 + v1(3)^2); 
y = cross(g,x); 
y = [y(1) y(2) y(3)]./ sqrt(y(1)^2 + y(2)^2 + y(3)^2); 
theta = -asin(g(2)/sqrt(g(3)^2 + g(2)^2)) 
rotation_1 = [1 0 0; 0 cos(theta) sin(theta); 0 -sin(theta) cos(theta)]; 
g = rotation_1*g'; 
x = rotation_1*x'; 
y = rotation_1*y'; 
theta2 = -asin(g(1)/sqrt(g(1)^2 + g(3)^2)); 
rotation_2 = [cos(theta2) 0 sin(theta2);0 1 0; -sin(theta2) 0 cos(theta2)]; 
g = rotation_2*g; 
x = rotation_2*x; 
y = rotation_2*y; 
rot = rotation_2*rotation_1; 
rot = [-1 0 0; 0 1 0; 0 0 -1]*rot; 
 
Xp = ones(size(X)); 
Yp = ones(size(Y)); 
Zp = ones(size(Z)); 
 
% Calculate rotated plane point coordinates (All should have Z=0) 
 for q = 1:1:length(X(:,1)) 
     for p = 1:1:length(X(1,:)) 
        X_buf = X(q,p); 
        Y_buf = Y(q,p); 
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        z_buf = Z(q,p); 
        Xp(q,p) = (rot(1,:)*[X_buf Y_buf z_buf]'); 
        Yp(q,p) = (rot(2,:)*[X_buf Y_buf z_buf]'); 
        Zp(q,p) = (rot(3,:)*[X_buf Y_buf z_buf]'); 
     end 
 end 
  
 %Rotate centroids and start and end points 
 mags_new = []; 
 for i = 1:1:length(cents(:,1)) 
    cents(i,:) = transpose(rot*transpose(cents(i,:))); 
 end 
 
 for i = 1:1:length(ends(:,1)) 
    ends(i,:) = transpose(rot*transpose(ends(i,:))); 
    starts(i,:) = transpose(rot*transpose(starts(i,:))); 
 end 
 
prop = input('Plot all frames (y/n)','s') 
 
if prop == 'y' 
     
    %Shift each vector according to appropriate centroid location 
    starts = starts - cents; 
    ends = ends - cents; 
    vecs = ends - starts; 
    cents = cents - cents; 
     
    %Just checking that the vectors aren't scaled during rotation 
    for i = 1:1:length(vecs) 
        mags_new(i) = sqrt((vecs(i,1)^2) + (vecs(i,2)^2) + (vecs(i,3)^2)); 
        %fprintf('Rotated Magnitude of Vector(%d): %0.6f\n',i,mags_new(i)); 
    end 
     
    ages = starts - cents; 
     
    for i = 1:1:length(ages) 
        mags_ages(i) = sqrt((vecs(i,1)^2) + (vecs(i,2)^2) + (vecs(i,3)^2)); 
    end 
else 
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    fprintf('Meltpool centroid of first frame will be used as origin \n') 
    startFrame = input('Enter first frame to plot: \n') 
    endFrame = input('Enter last frame to plot: \n') 
    startCnt = sum(cntsPfrme(1:startFrame)); 
    endCnt = startCnt+sum(cntsPfrme(startFrame:endFrame)); 
     
    %Shift each vector according to appropriate centroid location 
    for q = startCnt:1:endCnt 
        starts(q,:) = starts(q,:) - cents(startCnt,:); 
        ends(q,:) = ends(q,:) - cents(startCnt,:); 
        vecs(q,:) = ends(q,:) - starts(q,:); 
        cents(q,:) = cents(q,:) - cents(q,:); 
    end 
    for i = 1:1:length(vecs) 
        mags_new(i) = sqrt((vecs(i,1)^2) + (vecs(i,2)^2) + (vecs(i,3)^2)); 
        %fprintf('Rotated Magnitude of Vector(%d): %0.6f\n',i,mags_new(i)); 
    end 
     
    ages = starts - cents; 
     
    for i = 1:1:length(ages) 
        mags_ages(i) = sqrt((vecs(i,1)^2) + (vecs(i,2)^2) + (vecs(i,3)^2)); 
        %fprintf('Rotated Magnitude of Vector(%d): %0.6f\n',i,mags_new(i)); 
    end 
end 
if prop == 'y' 
  
    new_cents = []; 
    new_vecs = []; 
    new_ages = []; 
    new_starts = []; 
     
    for i = 1:1:length(cents) 
        if starts(i,3) >=0 && ends(i,3) >=0 
            new_cents = [new_cents; cents(i,:)]; 
            new_vecs = [new_vecs; vecs(i,:)]; 
            new_ages = [new_ages; ages(i,:)]; 
            new_starts = [new_starts; starts(i,:)]; 
        end 
    end  
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else 
    %When true this condition plots a few selected frames selecting the 
    %first centroid location as the origin 
     
    new_cents = []; 
    new_vecs = []; 
    new_ages = []; 
    new_starts = []; 
             
    for i = 1:1:length(cents(startCnt:endCnt,1)) 
        if starts(i,3) >=0 && ends(i,3) >=0 
            new_cents = [new_cents; cents(startCnt,:)]; 
            new_vecs = [new_vecs; vecs(startCnt:endCnt,:)]; 
            new_ages = [new_ages; ages(startCnt:endCnt,:)]; 
            new_starts = [new_starts; starts(startCnt:endCnt,:)]; 
        end 
    end 
     
    %Just trying to pair vectors with likely the same vector in the subsequent 
    %frames 
    %unitVecs = []; 
    %initialVectors = []; 
    %for v = 0:1:cntsPfrme(startFrame)-1 
    %    initialVectors = [initialVectors;[vecs(startCnt+v,:)]]; 
    %    unitVecs = [unitVecs;[vecs(startCnt+v,:).*(1/mags_new(startCnt+v))]]; 
    %end 
     
     
end      
     
 
 
 figure(1) 
 clf 
 %plot3(X,Y,Z,'k+','markersize',5) 
 %hold on 
 %mesh(X,Y,Z) 
 %hold on 
 datacursormode on 
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 plot3(new_cents(:,1),new_cents(:,2),new_cents(:,3),'r+','markersize',5) 
 hold on 
 plot3(new_cents(:,1),new_cents(:,2),new_cents(:,3),'r.','markersize',5) 
 hold on 
 %plot3(0,0,0,'r+','markersize',5) 
 %hold on 
 %plot3(0,0,0,'r.','markersize',5) 
 hold on 
 axis equal 
 mesh(Xp,Yp,Zp) 
 hold on 
 %quiver3(Xp ,Yp ,Zp ,U ,V ,W); 
 %hold on 
 zzz = 
quiver3(new_starts(:,1),new_starts(:,2),new_starts(:,3),new_vecs(:,1),new_vecs(:,2),new_
vecs(:,3)); 
 title('Spatter Tracker', 'FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold') 
 set(zzz,'LineWidth',1) 
 xlabel('X (m)', 'FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold') 
 ylabel('Y (m)', 'FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold') 
 zlabel('Z (m)','FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold') 
 xlim([-0.02 0.01]) 
 set(gca,'FontSize',14,'FontWeight','bold') 
 ylim([-0.01 0.02]) 
 zlim([-0.00 0.015]) 
 grid on 
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